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Students walked out [uaa
of class to join the
protest against war
Thursday on the

&
f

Quad. Faculty, staff
and students took
to the podium to
express their feelings
about the impending
war in Iraq.

Ea

Students rally against war

Richmond addresses the student body
The first of the faculty to

by Matthew Mais

speak

Copy EDITOR
hile the Bush administration is still call-

ing the deployment
of more than a hundred thousand troops to Iraq “diplomacy,” many HSU students, staff
and faculty are not buying it.
A student and faculty walkout Thursday, organized by
Students for Peace, filled the
Quad

to its maximum

capac-

ity of 1,200.
“We were hoping to raise

awarehess

campus-wide

to

United States military action
abroad, but especially in Iraq,”
said religious studies senior
and organizer Zoe Armstrong.
“Since 1991 the U.S. has
been responsible for 2 million dead Iraqi’s. The U.S. has
done

™

President Richmond told the students gathered on the
Quad that he admired their efforts to create dialogue
about war in Iraq

damage

to the

infrastructure of Iraq, I feel the
U.S. should reopen diplomatic
talks.”
y
Environmental science senior and Students for Peace
organizer Bill Hodges said, “I
think it was great to have such
powerful support from faculty
and that the president came
out and spoke.”

~e

PHOTOS BY CHRISTOPHER Coo

enough

was

President

“I think Rollin Richmond
displayed moral cowardice
not coming out against the
war,” said Daniel P. Doherty,
art senior, who booed the
president. “Instead he praised
us for exercising our right to
°
free s
pe

Rollin

Richmond and he did not take
a stance on the pending war.
Richmond said that young
people are often pegged as
being apathetic and that this
event
proves ,

that HSU stu. “We were hoping
ae 4 98 to raise awareness

a
the
United States

is what makes

e Slee

e

said

that

:

campus-wide

the school an to United States
exciting place
to learn.
The
_presi-

military action
abroad,

go to war for
a second time
in

as

many

Armstrong
STUDIES SENIOR

are

dent
acknowl@gnecially in Iraq.”
edged
that

statement.

to

years, Edalith
Ekhart, one of
the speakers
at the walkout, said, “We

but

there is “much
Zoe
at stake” if
RELIGIOUS
there is a war
in Iraq. He also
said that this
issue is multifaceted and everyone should be looking at all
the facts.
“For all of those who are
initiating this dialogue, I salute you,” said Richmond.
Although President Richmond was treated to two
standing ovations there was
some who disagreed with his

reemptive-

a

culture

of war and
violence. This
could lead to the demise of the
human race.”
Ekhart, who is 84 years
old, talked about her experience speaking in the Quad in
protest of the Vietnam

War.

Ekhart also spoke about how
many people have died in
see Rally, page 10
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Richmond picks

Coffey as V.P.

First priority on his agenda
will be the BSS building
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Since

complete

as he named Carl Coffey as
the new vice president of administrative affairs.
“I'm really pleased that
Carl has accepted this position,” Richmond said. “He’s
a hard worker and his experience will be truly beneficial to
this university.”
Coffey was chosen out of
four candidates for the position — which includes responsibility over areas such
as fiscal affairs, physical services, human resources, contracts and the common man-
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agement

system

Coffey assumes his position
on April 1.

administrator to be hired by
Richmond, playing a key role
in university policy.
Coffey has served as the

project.

see Coffey, page 7

Coffey is the first executive
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Join us for family Home Evenings, Friday Night

Engage in Healthy -

HSU is looking for

Passions Week

student volunteers

Learn about ways to keep
Learn about ways to keep
yourself sexually safe in a
week of games, informations
‘Learn about was to keep yourself safe in a week of games,

information and free stuff.
Events include the Valentine’s Day program of “Like a
Virgin,” which focuses on the
positive aspects of virginity
and abstinence and discusses
the pressures students have
about engaiging in séxual activity.

The program will be in the
Klamath

River

Room

at the

Jolly Giant Commons from 11
p.m. to 1 a.m.

Participants can show up
in their favorite pajamas and
blanket. An ice cream buffet
will top off the night.
Tables with information
about Healthy Passions Week
will be on the U.C.,Quad from

Feb. 10-14 from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m.
For more information go
_ to http://www.humboldt.edu/
~stuhlth/shop.shtml.

you to learn how the four elements of nature interact with
plants on Friday at 2 p.m. at
the CCAT house.
See how healthy life in the
soil affects plants in the gar-

HSU is looking for professional and enthusiastic HSU
students to represent the university with campus recruitment.
Applications are available
in Siemen’s Hall, Room 215.
For
more
information
contact Stacey Falconer at
smf25@axe.humboldt.edu.

den.

For more information call
CCAT at 826-3551.

Workshop aimed at
reducing racism

Lecture on future
renewable energy

Engage in dialogue, activities and self-reflection in areas

of prejudice and discrimina-

Michael Moore, chief economist
at the National Renewable Energy
Lab, will give a public lecture on
Thursday in the Music Building
Room 130.

For more information, contact
John. Manning of HSU Economic

Developmet Poral at econdev@ax
ehumboldtedu.

Reduc-

Students can earn one unit
of credit in Lead 380.
for more
826-4964
Call

details

or

got

to

http:/

www.humboldt.edu/slee~/
html/civic.htm.

~ compiled by Hazel Lodevico
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natural resources conservation, ecology, or related field. For
complete requirements, see www.dfg.ca.gov/hrb/pages/

currentdfgexams.htm!

199%
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Mail
94244CA
,
mento
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94420
ox
P.O.B
Exam Unit, Room 1217,
‘
2090.

(form 678),
You MUST include a State of California Apoiication
website at
downloadable from the State Personne! Board
(anw.apb.ca.gov) AND a complete course list (especially the
required 18 units)
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Confiscated b ngs tootal tal |
Th

» 146 in the last year alone
J
Valentine!

ave
Valentine's Day
February 14th

The bong tally is much higher because

most bong confiscations are not recorded

by Sean M. Quincey

A

Confiscations reported in Bong Tally \
5¢-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

—|

Sergeant
Tom
Dewey
claims to have confiscated 146
bongs in 2002. The UPD media
log reported eight bong confiscations during the fall 2002

B12
an

h

9

®

semester and 14 in the spring.

C

On The Gazebo Old Town, Eureka
2nd & F Street, 425 Snug Alley

707 445-0326
(Fax) 707 445-2368

This leaves 124 bongs left unaccounted for.
The Bong Tally published
in The Lumberjack is ndt an accurate representation of the
number of bongs confiscated
or found on the HSU campus,
A skeptic’s reflex might be
to subscribe to conspiracy theories in attempts to explain the
large discrepancy in the actual

numbers.
When asked if the low
number of reported bong confiscations was an effort to try
to alter the perception of mari-

Students

Council Openings
eTwo Professional
Studies College
Reps
e Two College of
Natural Resources
& Sciences Reps

“No” and that any rumors
suggesting that this may be
happening are “untrue.”
“We (UPD) do not have any
interest in hiding any information from the public,” Dewey
said.
Staff members from The
Lumberjack tally the number
of bongs confiscated based on
the publicly-accessible media
log that is published daily by
UPD.
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Sergeant Dewey of UPD said.

juana use at HSU, Dewey said

Associated

I

63

oer
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Fall'Ol

= Spring'02

Fall '02

Semester published

Se

GRAPHIC BY NoLAN O’Brien

Sergeant Richard Schultz
said that UPD is not required
by law to get specific confiscated bong statistics out to
the public. Therefore, ‘several’
suffices as an accurate description for this action carried out
by UPD until personally inquired upon.
Still, if a case is in the process of being judicated, officers
of the law are legally bound to
withholding case-specific information from the public.
“(Disclosing that information would) jeopardize the integrity of the investigation and
any hearings tied to the case,”
Schultz said. ~

The Bong Tally may be ‘several’ bongs short of the actual
count of destroyed bongs at
anytime because cases may
still be in the process of judication when the newspaper is
published.
Pipes and bongs are not legally defined as paraphernalia
under Health & Safety Law
11364, but marijuana-smoking
devices are sometimes filed
and referred to as paraphernalia. As it applies to this case,
UPD is not legally required to
publish exactly what kind of
see Bongs, page 9
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Coffey:_——_——_
¢ Continued from page 4

interim vice president for development and administrative
services since July.
“I am very pleased to continue my stay here,” Coffey
said. “I’ve gotten to know the
people here very well and the
campus is just beautiful. I look
forward to staying here.”
Coffey comes to HSU from.
CSU Stanislaus, where he was
the associate vice president for
facilities and business services
since April 2000. Coffey. has
also served in a number of positions at Stanislaus — such as
vice president for facilities and
operations, assistant «directorof plant operations and director of physical plant.
It was Coffey’s long list
of experience that convinced
Richmond to appoint him to
the position.
“He has 16 to 17 years of
work in the CSU system behind him,” Richmond said. “1
knew his background in construction and architecture was
very important for us, especially as we begin work on the
BSS building.”
When Coffey assumes his
new position in April 1, Cof- Carol
was
(top)
Terry
fey will be focusing on the BSS . appointed budget director
building.
Helwig
Denice
while
“I will be focusing on faas
chosen
was
(bottom)
cility issues, such as the BSS
assistant to the president.
building, with construction
merly of Eastern Washingbeginning by next fall,” Coffey
ton University, as university
said. Other items high on Coffey’s list include developing a budget director and Denice
Helwig as special assistant to
physical master plan, renovating the Forbes Complex Build- the president.
Richmond still has yet to
ing, parking facilities and posappoint a.vice president of acsible future housing plans.
ademic affairs and a dean of
In addition to his appointhe
ment of Coffey to the vice enrollment. Richmond said
hopes to complete his adminpresident position, Richmond
also named Carol Terry, for- istrative team by the fall.
oe

rt

ae
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Your own room !
» Pay as little as $315 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access &
use our computer lab
» Stay close to HSU, the
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Foundation member Dawn Schaefer hands the investment information to coalition
members (l-r)David Jenkins, Jacqueline Aboulafia, Jenny Guidi and Tarique Haaque

Come check it out

Coalition lobbies against
‘Big Tobacco’ companies

455 Union Street

by Patrick Brown

Plaza and on the bus line

822-1909

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Stop Humboldt’s Investment in Tobacco coalition
would like HSU’s reputation
for social responsibility to include being the first CSU to divest from tobacco companies.
“We want HSU to keep up
its image and be the first CSU
to divest from tobacco compa-

YOUR
COMPLETE
BIKE SHOP

nies,” said co-coordinator Julie

Gallegos.

for
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Gallegos

kins feel that in. the process,
other positives will come from
their efforts.
They hope that in the future,

because

of

everything

they

have

S.H.LT has built a coalition of
campus clubs, together representing more than 800 students, and lobbied the Associated Students.

foundation
will be more
accountable to
the
students

its investment money.

on

and

done the HSU

dation.
During this time Gallegos
was named a member of a
20-person board for the HSU
Foundation, and AS passed a
resolution that HSU should be
more socially responsible with

Clothing

divestment,

and fellow member David Jen-

a worldwide
scale
against
the industry.
She
said
that the sup-

quested repeatedly for the
release of HSU’s investment

asye) aca

—

she said, is on

records from the HSU Founaaa

even if they have not been personally affected by tobacco’s
health risks.
Education is a major strat‘egy S.H.LT plans to use in
achieving their main objective

In the last year and a half,

This was done as they re-

Children’s Bikes.

“It doesn’t matter much to
us-the amount invested, but
just the fact that any is. We
don’t think that this institution should be supporting
an industry that kills and exploits,” she said.
Gallegos said that a major
misconception is that SH.1.T
is an anti-smoking group.
Some
of the members
smoke themselves, and the
organization's
contention
with tobacco,

It took over a year and a
40-person rally to obtain the
records, but the board finally handed over the financial
statement.
The amount invested in tobacco companies turned out to
be between $12,000 to $25,000
depending on market flux.
Any amount is too much for
Julie.

port

that

for it’s
sions.

g

S.H.IT
has
gotten around
campus is because they have been able to
educate people that big tobacco not only kills millions year,
but also affects a wide range
of issues that many HSU students are concerned with.
According
to wwwibigtobaccosucks.org,
the Web
site for S.H.LT’s parent organization, tobacco companies
partake in a broad range of
travesties from cruel animal
testing, child labor, and clear
cutting for plantations, to sexist marketing and genetic en-

deci-

“That
has
been part of
it

all

along,

making the foundation more
accountable to students. We
need to know what they are
doing,” said Jenkins.
Divestment has happened
across the board already in the
UC system, as well as in Wash-

ington and Michigan and
many other universities.
Gallegos
complemented
President Richmond on his responsiveness to the issue and

hopes that is a sign that divestment is not too far away.
For
more
information,

gineering.

call

Julie Gallegos

at

822-

S.H.LT. tries to let people
know that there is something
for everyone to get mad about,

5506, write her at julie@big
tobaccosucks.org.,
or
visit
www. bigtobaccosucks.org

. Wednesday, February 12,2003
www.mergemedia.org

Bongs: 124 bongs went unaccounted
e Continued from page 6

surrounding one mile of the

paraphernalia was confiscated, what model of gun was
taken, nor the name of the
strain of marijuana that this
person possessed when they
were arrested.
“That is just way too much
information,” Schultz -saidabout publishing such details
of cases.
“It would be like publishing the entire police report,”
he said.
In a case where several
counts are involved in the arrest, marijuana-using devices are sometimes thrown into
the media log as parapherna-

university.

lia. The trained journalist who

knows this distinction has
overlooked these entries in the
past, which accounts for a percentage of the bongs that have
not been included in the week-

ly-updated Bong Tally.
The

purpose

of the Bong

Tally is to inform readers of
how many bongs have been
. confiscated in the past week
on the HSU campus and residence halls. UPD’s primary
area of enforcement though, is
the HSU campus as well as the

is where

the

major

discrepancy between the total
number of bongs confiscated
by UPD and those published
by The Lumberjack lay. Many
more bongs are confiscated off
campus than on. Though individual police reports of simple
confiscations are restricted in
order to protect the identity
of the violating party, a quick
glance through last semester's
UPD clips and Bong Tallies
will show how many bongs
do not make their way into
the Tally.
Eleven

bongs

have

tert at

Here

Met
e
wie eePas

UPD publishes all happenings that go on during an
event where an officer is called
out to duty. The media log displays confiscations that occur
on and off campus.

: contact: InP Education Australia, 1400 16th Street, NW

- Suite 101‘wena.

DC 20036, Tele 2002 332 3295 or Toll Free: 866 788

" _, 3969, Email I Qghoreh. Brown@idp.com or studyabroad@csu.edu.au

Sahar
environmental

Lwivw.csv.edu.au/student/abroad

Studies

Analytical

Chemistry

E mathematics

been

confiscated since Jan. 1, 2003,

according

dence

to

the UPD

technician

and

have been published

evi-

v

rh

in -the

CTLIIRT

><

2

none

= s as.

$ ani
;

UPD media log. The Bongs
not accounted for in the bong
Tally were confiscated off the
HSU campus and subsequently have not been tallied.
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FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF RULES VISIT THESE
HUMBOLDT COUNTY NAPA AUTO PARTS LOCATIONS
* Arcata—1225 Guintoli
*Rio Dell—33 Center Street

*Eureka-2029 Broadway
*Fortuna—12th & Main

*Garberville-655 Redwood Drive

—

~

LOOK FORTHE
KING OF THE HILL
TRIVIA QUESTION
FEBRUARY pga

TO WIN:
WATCH KING OF THE HILL
WEEKNIGHTS AT 7:00
THEN TAKE YOUR ANSWER
TO YOUR LOCAL
NAPA AUTO PARTS STORE
pat THE NEXT DAY

Auto parts
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If you’re between the ages of 17 to 25,
we invite you to intersection
—our college group—
every Sunday night @ 6:30 p.m.
We are located @ 1032 Bay St in Eureka (off
Myrtle Ave.) at Faith Center Church.
Please call 442-1784 for more information
Tatersection
College Ministry.

1032 Bay St.
Eureka Ca, 95501
(707) 442-1784
Sunday Neahts
tom

Sponsored
by Faith
Center 4square
church

A band of protestors baring

all (top) form a human peace f
sign at Thursday’s anti-war
rally in the Quad. The nude
protestors arrived at the rally
long after scheduled speeches

were made in the afternoon.
After nearly 20 minutes of [2s
dancing and cheering in the
nude, UPD chased them away.

Intersection
College Ministry.
1032 Bay St
Eureka Ca. 95501

(707) 442-1784
Sunday Niahts
@6:30 om.

Concerned about
identity theft?

A junior protestor (right)
joined in on the cheeky
protest at Thursday’s rally.
PHoTos BY CHris Owens

Rally: Students walk out to protest a war in Iraq
e Continued from page 3

of the Women’s Studies department, spoke about the
Iraq because of sanctions imdouble-talk of the U.S. governposed the United States and
how she went to Iraq after the ment directed toward AfghanGulf War to reistan and Iraq.
build four wa- ' For all of those
Berry
said

im

acilities.
“She

who are initiating

relly inspirational

—

atrocities

go on in the future,” Whatcott

Rollin Richmond ‘2t___ Aighan

added.
After her time at the mic,
Whatcott said: “I hope people
would carry the energy from
the protest toward more effective means of resistance to
imperialism. Some examples
being ones that disrupt commerce — such as the ones the
Black Bloc used in the last pro-

e

making

friends
with
the ‘enemy’,”
said business and advertising
junior Jessica Lorenzo.

For $5.00 you can get a new
ID card with out your Social
Security # printed on the card.

—

one

ge aac
and

end

ave
working

|

sqlute you.”
-

pee

Jessica Whatcott.

“This war in Iraq is already
going on, just as many other
imperialists’ wars have gone
on in the past and are going to

ss
this dialogue,

was

ll

people here and the people
who are struggling against
neo-liberalism and capitalism
all over the world,” said government and politics junior

HSU government and politics professor Melanie Williams spoke to the attendees
about the connection between
U.S. dependency -on oil and
military action.
“How many of you think
this war is about oil?” said
Williams, to which the crowd
loudly agreed.
Williams replied, “Why are
there so many cars in the parking lot and why is parking
such a big deal at HSU?” The
crowd fell silent.
Professor Kim Berry, chair

n
_ for

to

th

HSU PRESIDENT

“Why is the

government
talking about
liberating the Afghan women
now?” Berry asked. “Things
have not changed that much
for Afghan women.”
Before she spoke Berry
commented

on what the role

test in San Francisco, a critical

of a university could be and
how students can utilize the

bike mass or a soccer game in
the mall.”

university.

Jon Newton, a government

“We can use our knowledge
of history to critically examine
the actions proposed in the
present and for the future.”
In between the planned
speakers, there was an open
mic and the bands Vadur and
Ponche performed.
“I am

representing

some

and politics junior, said he
would like to see direct student involvement with clubs
and around town to mobilize
for peace.
“ If there is an attack on Iraq
we should (walkout) and .fill-

up the football stadium.”

ies

apaitieg
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‘New HSU administrator

wwe

takes a fresh approach

New director of admissions, Scott Hagg,
adds youth and experience to his role
by Cameron Langford
LUMBERJACK STAFF

I: not your average university admissions director who leads groups of
students on three-week hiking
tours of Thailand.
But HSU’s new director of

admissions Scott Hagg did just

that with students at his former school the University of
Minnesota Morris, and plans
a similar trip for HSU students
in about a year, he said.
“We'd start at the northern
or southern end of Thailand
and hike through,” Hagg said.
“And we wouldn't be staying
at five-star hotels or anything.
We'd be staying at $10 a night
places and could eat for $5 a
day.”

A Full-Service Professional Salon

Open Monday - Saturday

Hagg met his wife, Yaow-

aluck, while teaching English

in Thailand and they were
married in 1999, he said.

Walk-ins Welcome

In a T-shirt and jeans, the

31-year-old Hagg could easily pass for an HSU student
— but don’t mistake his fresh
face and braces for a lack of exrience.

Office of admissions secretary and art education senior
Sally Hargate said her firstimpressions of the new director
are favorable.
“He's proféssional, has a
good sense of humor and is
easy to work with,” Hargate
said. “Also he’s young, and
it’s nice to have someone not
too far out of college.”
Hagg said he began performing the job duties of an
admissions counselor during his first year of college in
Wooster, Ohio when he start-

ed giving tours, coordinating

overnight visits from prospective students, stuffing envelopes and helping recruitment
efforts at college fairs.
Couple that with his four
years of experience as the admissions counselor at the Uni-

‘versity of Minnesota Morris

and Hagg can be called a seasoned veteran.
His experience has im-

PHOTO BY LAURA KOSKINEN

ek long
Hagg would like to take students on three-we
as director
hiking tours of Thailand. Hagg began his term
on Jan.6.

“Minority student recruitment is one of
t
my main goals. It’s important to attrac
people of color.”

Janes Road/Giuntoli Lane exit,
across from North Coast Inn

moe =

‘Scott Hagg
DIRECTOR*OF

pressed even his colleagues.

“I am pleased to have Scott

join us,” interim vice president of academic affairs Richard Vrem said.
“Mr. Hagg will be a valuable asset to academic affairs.”
Hagg’s term as director of
admissions began on Jan. 6 of
this year.
He said UMM and HSU
have similarities in the liberal
and politically active nature of
the students.

ADMISSIONS

The high energy level of
the HSU student body, Hagg
said, is what attracted him to
the school.
“I don’t like a boring institution because an active
campus makes for better students,” he said.
“I also like how academics
are taken seriously and valued
at this school,” he said.
Hagg said another similarsee Director, page 14

"We need your
help to make a
difference.”
Danielle Yerman, HSU Student

Become a leisure companion

SSAA SEI
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Arts and Music Festival fundraiser
takes audiences around the world
Screening of Grammy-nominated film “One Giant Leap” |
is a musical and visual look at 25 different countries
by Aaron Ricks
LUMBERJACK STAFF

hree years ago, two men

Ti
laptop computers and a digital camera with them across six continents with the intention of
capturing the music, images,

and ideas of the world, calling
it “One Giant Leap. “
Jamie

Catto,

_ filmmak-

er, and artist producer Dun-can Bridgeman traveled from
England to 25 different coun-

tries collecting the sounds and
ideas of each place they visited.
Already nominated for two
Grammys, the DVD “One Giant Leap,” documents music,
images and thoughts — from
Senegal, Ghana, South Africa, Uganda,

Local Since 1980

JO} UOdNOD JUDETSIP JWOSIMV

65

Wholesale Info
Frank Martin Ct., Arcata, CA
(707) 822-7401

HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN ¢ DIM-SUM

We have the largest

VEGETARIAN

MENU

in town!

Bring this ad and get

10% off*
Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

jPOOJ asauly) [VY

Australia, New Zealand, the
United States and the United
Kingdom — in an attempt to
explore music as the worlds
common ground.
“What they put together explores the predicament of being human, using rhythm as
the universal language,” said
Arts and Music Festival manager Robin Pagliuco.
She said: “T think it’s really
exciting and really appropriate for right now, with the way
our world is precariously sitting. It’s a really good time to

761 8th St.
On the Arcata Plaza
Call for to-go orders
or reservations

822-6105

The musical documentary “One Giant Leap” will be
screened Thursday as a fundraiser for the Arts and Music

Festival in the Kate Buchanan Room at 7 p.m.
lent use of the DVD

for the 2003 Arts and Music
Festival and Renewable Energy Fair.

Tickets can be purchased
at the Metro, the Works and

the

HSU
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Me
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trying to raise
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Tickets
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said: “Essen-

differ-
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money to pay

D.

RADIO D.J.

for a keynote
speaker

have
money

and

more
to

Leap” will be screened Thurs-

spend on entertainment. We

day in the Kate Buchanan
Room at 7 p.m.
KHUM Radio DJ Mike D.,
will introduce the DVD right
before its screening.
“Not many artists can fuse
philosophy,
music, science
and religion so gracefully,”

are heavily funded by Associated Students, they give us
a good portion of our budget, but the rest comes from
what we raise in the community. Fundraisers like this really make up for the rest of the
budget.”
There will be a benefits raffle drawing and prizes given

Mike D. said from his KHUM
station.
“Everybody here has seen
it, and it makes us want to
force everyone around us to
watch it. It’s such an excel-

“Some

format.

The ideas can’t be conveyed
through just a CD,” he said.
The screening is a benefit

screen a proj-

music.”

your take-out or dine-in order!

1 GIANTL

India, Thailand,

of these things are

amazing, I am shocked that
members of the community
were so generous in supporting us,” Pagliuco said. “It consistently surprises me how
many

community

sponsors

and donations flow back and
forth. It’s amazing how the
people in this community supports each other.”

The Arts and music festival and renewable energy fair
will be held Saturday, April 26,
on the special events field on
campus.
Pagliuco said, “This is a really great fundraiser for the
Arts and Music Festival and
Renewable Energy Fair, which
will bring the campus and
community together for one
day of entertainment and education. At the fair, there will
be workshops dealing with issues of sustainability and composting, bio-diesel trucks and
electric cars.”
“One Giant Leap” CDs will
be on sale at the screening.
Pagliuco said it’s important
not to burn these CDs, as their

sale is to help with the fundraiser and the filmmakers.
For
more _— information

away after the DVD's screen-

on

Leap,”

visit

ing. All the prizes come from
donations and the contribu-

www.palmpictures.com,
www. lgiantleap.com.

of

tions of the community.

“One

Giant

see
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Saturday, February 8

12:49

p.m.

Report

of a

strong odor of marijuana was
taken in the residence halls.
Officer checked the area but
was unable to locate the smell.
Apparently smelling _proficiency tests aren’t included at
police academy.

a A
Feb. 14, 21 and 28

aeetEo

7:10 p.m. Officers responded to a parking complaint of
a vehicle blocking multiple
cars.
Hey, if you don’t see the
lines it probably isn’t a park-

eee
charge before 10 p.m.

Harry Griffith Hall. “You don’t
come back now, ya hear!”

A good samaritan
purse to lost and
not known if the
returned as well.

theft was taken from the resi-

2:24 a.m. Someone premed-

12:27 p.m, A report was taken of an off-campus incident

1:28 a.m.
returned a
found. It is
- money was

10:27 a.m. A report of plant

itated a crime on the Quad,
blocking off the Quad with 200

feet of LAPD barrier tape.

vehicle

for excessive

booked

you

of a man hitting a woman. The

woman fled on foot. Information was relayed to APD.

was

unpaid

Come

citations.

parking
now,

A

am.

8:44

dence halls.

on

can’t contest them

all!

Wednesday, February 5

10:08 am. A housing employee reported that a resident
had a refrigerator removed
from his room sometime during break. .
Housing staff found the retor

fri

SErty
rope

ensowneoon
r. gd

in

hallway. The

the

ae
ed to its
urnd
was ret

Apparently the resident for-

got to look outside his door.

12:49 p.m. An officer assist
a laced a student who had

eration on his face. An ambu

lance transported the student
to Mad River Hospital.

4:53 p.m. Officers reported a car horn continuously
sounding. The horn was disabled after officers advised the
driver.

2:33 p.m. Money was turned
into lost and found.

4:37 p.m. A wallet was reported stolen.
7:25 p.m. A strong smell of

marijuana was reported from
the residence halls. The student was cited. It seems they
could use a better towel for
their door.

Feb. 16 and 23

aberge. Show sterts ot 9 p.m.

Doors open at 8:30 p.m. 18 and over
w/valid |.D. No cover charge for 21 and
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ond special guest, “The
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11 p.m. Resident DJ. Charles spins
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in the lounge with D.J.s spinning

at 8 p.m. Showtimeat
open rs
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9 p.m. 18 ond over with valid 1.0.
Tickets ore $17 in sdvencs (oveileble

Industrial Dance

11 p.m. Two students were
escorted to the residence halls
from the SBS building. Why
walk when you can call UPD?
11:25 p.m.

A report was

taken of rowdy students disrupting the peace on the first
floor of Redwood. The situation was handled by Housing.

12:39 a.m. The smell of mar

t
ijuana in the Redwood /Sunse

area was reported,

- compiled by Nolan O’Brien and

however officers
were

to

unable

locate the subjects.
Look
Hint:

for the cloud of

smoke.

cancels

wind

port of theft of
items

tak-

was

en from the residence

Bongs cowfiscated from
residence halls ...

Last semester: &

_ Sociology Department, UC Santa Cruz
Dr. Brown's new book Transcommunality:
from the Politics of Conversion to the
Ethics of Respect discusses peacemaking
and cooperation in the midst of diversity and
group conflict.

this semester: O

One

of

academic

Ethnic Studies 480

ree
acai
s
OF vrusit-wa tak

again!

unit

at

credit

available

Leadership Studies 358........ CRN 23789

Damn __ sneaky

They're

(1)

Women’ Studies 480........CRN 22591

‘halls.

CRN 22979

The fees for the Diversity Conference are $15 for HSU
& CR faculty, staff, students, & high school students,
and $20 for community members. For students participating in the conference for credit, the fee will be
added to their spring registration fees.

idence _ halls.

ed
5:12 a.m. Officers report

opening ects, “The Broken
Featuring

Perr

en from the res-

Taaeenen a

ea!

For the alternative lifestyles

Funk & Dance 8:30 p.m.-10 p.m.; then
D.J. Tony spins House from 10 p.m.

on the 11 Street overpass. APD

and

Sat. 71

ALL AGES WELCOME! Fall
ber with

over before 9 p.m. $5 cover after 9 p.m
D.J. Wildfire spins old school Disco

a.m. An officer oba vandalized vehicle

was referred to Housing
Student Affairs.

oe

OUTS MIcI NCCLS 2. om vn tra. sso

Sunday, February 9

11:34 a.m. A report was taken of alcohol given to minors
in the residence halls. The case

Oh

ennor®

oe

unpays:

— —

thieves!

11:50 p.m. A report was takng.
en of two subjects fighti
{
Hey, wage peace not war:

ue

es

11:42 p.m. A report was taken of a stolen bike from outside the Van Duzer Theater.
Hint: The suspect may have
fled on a bicycle.

8:11
served

Lee

$5 aC

Charles
DJ.ent
over with valid !.D. Resid
+ ING
TU Tae 4) Rythmatic and Dance

ing space.

Tuesday, February 4

Ai

21 and ae

Doors open at 9 p.m.

-it
BS

For more information, contact Marchette Stamps,

Rishi Nakra, or Marylyn Paik-Nicely at 826-3364
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Arts and Music Festival fundraiser
takes audiences around the world
Screening of Grammy-nominated film “One Giant Leap"
is a musical and visual look at 25 different countries
by Aaron Ricks
LUMBERJACK STAFF

hree years ago, two men
took
laptop
comput-

ers and a digital camera with them across six continents with the intention of
capturing the music, images,

and ideas of the world, calling
it “One Giant Leap. “
Jamie

Catto,

filmmak-

er, and artist producer Dun-

-can Bridgeman traveled from
England to 25 different countries collecting the sounds and

1
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HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN ¢ DIM-SUM
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MENU

in town!

Bring this ad and get SP

10% off*

_ your take-out or dine-in order!
Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...
761 8th St.
On the Arcata Plaza
Call for to-go orders
or reservations

822-6105
*does not include gratuity.

One coupon per visit please.

ideas of each place they visited.
Already nominated for two
Grammys, the DVD “One Giant Leap,” documents music,
images and thoughts — from
Senegal, Ghana, South Africa, Uganda, India, Thailand,
Australia, New Zealand, the
United States and the United
Kingdom — in an attempt to

explore music as the worlds

common ground.
“What they put together explores the predicament of being human, using rhythm as
the universal language,” said
Arts and Music Festival manager Robin Pagliuco.
She said: “I think it’s really
exciting and really appropriate for right now, with the way
our world is precariously sitting. It’s a really good time to

1 GIANT LEAI
The musical documentary “One Giant Leap” will be
screened Thursday as a fundraiser for the Arts and Music

Festival in the Kate Buchanan Room at 7 p.m.
lent use of the DVD

format.

The ideas can’t be conveyed
through just a CD,” he said.
The screening is a benefit

ing us,” Pagliuco said. “It consistently surprises me how

ergy Fair.
Tickets can be purchased

many

at the Metro, the Works and

the

HSU

bookstore.

Tickets

will

cost

ect
like this “Not many artists
that wants to

for

students

versity,
and
trying to con-

nect

all

can fuse philosophy,

music, science
and religion so

of gracefully.”

were so generous in support-

for the 2003 Arts and Music
Festival and Renewable En-

screen a proj-

celebrate unity through di-

“Some of these things are
amazing, I am shocked that
members of the community

$2

and $4 for the

general

pub-

lic.
Pagliuco
3said: “Essentially , we are

these
differtrying to raise
ent parts and
money to pay
people in the
Mike D. for a keynote
KHUM
Rrapbio D.J. speaker and
world through
music.”
have
more
“One Giant
money
to
Leap” will be screened Thursspend on entertainment. We
day in the Kate Buchanan
are heavily funded by AssoRoom at 7 p.m.
ciated Students, they give us
KHUM Radio DJ Mike D.,
a good portion of our budwill introduce the DVD right get, but the rest comes from
before its screening.
what we raise in the commu“Not many artists can fuse nity. Fundraisers like this rephilosophy,
music, science
ally make up for the rest of the
and religion so gracefully,”
budget.”
Mike D. said from his KHUM
There will be a benefits rafstation.
fle drawing and prizes given
“Everybody here has seen
away after the DVD’s screenit, and it makes us want to
ing. All the prizes come from
force everyone around us to donations and the contribuwatch it. It’s such an exceltions of the community.

community

sponsors

and donations flow back and
forth. It’s amazing how the
people in this community supports each other.”

The Arts and music festival and renewable energy fair
will be held Saturday, April 26,
on the special events field on
campus.
Pagliuco said, “This is a really great fundraiser for the
Arts and Music Festival and
Renewable Energy Fair, which
will bring the campus and
community together for one
day of entertainment and education. At the fair, there will

be workshops dealing with issues of sustainability and composting, bio-diesel trucks and
electric cars.”
“One Giant Leap” CDs will

be on sale at the screening.
Pagliuco said it’s important
not to burn these CDs, as their

sale is to help with the fundraiser and the filmmakers.
For
more
information
on “One Giant Leap,” visit
www.palmpictures.com,
of
www. lgiantleap.com.
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Saturday, February 8

12:49

p.m.

Report

of
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strong odor of marijuana was
taken in the residence halls.
Officer checked the area but
was unable to locate the smell.
Apparently smelling _ proficiency tests aren’t included at
police academy.
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FRIDAYS:
Feb. 14, 21 and 28

ott

7:10 p.m. Officers respond-ed to a parking complaint of
a vehicle blocking multiple
cars.
Hey, if you don’t see the
lines it probably isn’t a park-

a

ee

Doors open at 9 p.m.

21 and over $3 cover

charge before 10 p.m.

$5 after. 18 and

ing space.

Harry Griffith Hall. “You don’t
come back now, ya hear!”

1:28 a.m. A good samaritan
returned a purse to lost and
found. It is not known if the
- money was returned as well.

2:24 a.m. Someone premeditated a crime on the Quad,
blocking off the Quad with 200

feet of LAPD barrier tape.
8:44

a.m.

A

was

vehicle

booked for excessive unpaid
parking citations. Come on
you

now,

can’t contest them

all!

theft was taken from the residence halls.

10:08 a.m. A housing

em-

ployee reported that a resident
had a refrigerator removed
from his room sometime during break. .
Housing staff found the refrigerator in the hallway. The
property was returned to its
owner.
Apparently the resident forgot to look outside his door.

12:49 p.m. An officer assist-

ed a student who had a laceration on his face. An ambulance transported the student
to Mad River Hospital.
4:53 p.m. Officers reported a car horn continuously
sounding. The horn was disabled after officers advised the
driver.

11:50 p.m. A report was taken of two subjects fighting.
Hey, wage peace not war!

Thursday, February 6
5:12 a.m. Officers reported
and “admonished” a subject
sleeping on the second floor of

nai

init yen

RIT

RN TNR

ESS

eee

8:11
served

11:34 a.m. A report was taken of alcohol given to minors

4:37 p.m. A wallet was re7:25 p.m. A strong smell of
marijuana was reported from
the residence halls. The student was cited. It seems they
could use a better towel for
their door.

18 and over
Ce ee

over before 9 p.m. $5 cover after 9 p.m.
D.J. Wildfire spins old school Disco
Funk & Dance 8:30 p.m.-10 p.m.; then

a.m. An officer oba vandalized vehicle

woman fled on foot. Information was relayed to APD.

2:33 p.m. Money was turned
into lost and found.

For the alternative lifestyles

Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
PAF RR
a

on the 11 Street overpass. APD

of a man hitting a woman. The

~ CLUB TRIVNGLE

Sunday, February 9

12:27 p.m, A report was taken of an off-campus incident

ported stolen.

Wednesday, February 5

pecan

10:27 a.m. A report of plant

SUNDAYS:
Feb. 16 and 23
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1.D. Deore
open ot 8 p.m. $5 cover
charge. Show storis
ot 9 p.m.
Featuring oponing este, “The Broken
Order"
ond special quest, “The
Expeadebles" from Seate Craz.

D.J. Tony spins House from 10 p.m.
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Also, check out

in the residence halls. The case,
was referred to Housing and “
Student Affairs.
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Thurs. Feb. 27TH
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Along with “Misty Siniste” preseated
te you by Allegory Entertainment.
Doors
open at 8 p.m. Showtimeat

9 p.m. 18 ond over with valid 1.D.
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11 p.m. Two students were

escorted to the residence halls
from the SBS building. Why
walk when you can call UPD?
11:25 p.m.

A report was

taken of rowdy students disrupting the peace on the first
floor of Redwood. The situation was handled by Housing.

12:39 a.m. The smell of mar-

ijuana in the Redwood /Sunset
area was reported,

~ compiled by Nolan O’Brienand

however officers
were unable to
locate the sub-

jects.
Hint:

Look

for the cloud of

—

_ Sociology Department, UC Santa Cruz
Dr. Brown's new book Transcommunality:

Bongs confiscated from

from the Politics of Conversion to the
Ethics of Respect discusses peacemaking
and cooperation in the midst of diversity and
group conflict.

residence halls...

smoke.

Re-

9:50 a.m.

port of theft of
items

tak-

was

en from the residence ‘halls.
Damn __ sneaky
thieves!

Last sewester:

this semester:

© 0

Tuesday, February 4

11:42 p.m. A report was taken of a stolen bike from outside the Van Duzer Theater.
Hint: The suspect may have
fled on a bicycle.

One

unit

Womens

of

academic

Studies 480

credit

available

CRN 22591

Leadership Studies 358........CRN 23789
Ethnic Studies 480

CRN 22979

p.m.

12:25

The fees for the Diversity Conference ore $15 for HSU
& CR faculty, staff, students, & high school students,
and $20 for community members. For students participating in the conference for credit, the fee will be
added to their spring registration fees.

report
Another
of theft was taken from the reshalls.
idence

They're
again!

(1)

at

-it
BS

For more information, contact Marchette Stamps,

Rishi Nakra, or Marylyn Paik-Nicely at 826-3364
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Seasonal Cuisine >

Director:Developing personal relationships is the key
; Continued from page 11

and a nice size student body,

ity between HSU and his for-

which livens up an area.”
Another point that sold

mer school is that students at

= seafood § Bistro

UMM

complained that there

was nothing to do there be-

Lively, Casual & Delicious * Full bar * Great Wine List
Open Tuesday Through Saturday from Spm
Cosmopolitan Tuesdays & Margarita Wednesdays $3

“He's

UMM

Every Night This weer
Tuesday - Saturday
Street

*

Reservations:

WASH

Arcata
822

MOM'S

Plaza

said,

Hagg said it
‘would take one
hour and a half
to get toa mall
the size of the
Bayshore Mall

is
°
©OSY to work with.
Also he's young
*a tw
ent
and it’s nice to.

in Eureka and
45 minutes to

have someone
not too far out of

get to the near-

*

4/766

DRY
FREE

Professional Laundry Service

of humor

al

oeHe

to the climate

and

of her native
Thailand and
she can_ get
fresh seafood
here.
In addition,
Hagg said his
2-year-old son
loves the area

COllege.”

“this feels like

because

it’s more close

where NASA QOOd Sense

est K-Mart —
WH

professional,

surrounding’

Special Dinners

915

mate of the‘area.

“I'm coming from a place
cause of the rural location.
UMM is located about three _ that’s 16 below and has a foot
of snow right now,” Hagg
hours west of Minneapolis,
Minn., Hagg said.
said.
His wife is also enjoying
But compared to the farmthe area, Hagg
ing-based
community

valentines Day...

HSU to Hagg is the mild cli-

because . now
he

a

said

he’s taken an
instant liking to Humboldt
County.
“It's perfect becausethere’s
not too much traffic and you
get quality entertainers, a
good selection of restaurants

it’s a mistake to come in and
start changing things without

_ "Sime
sota, it was too

first taking the counsel of all
groups at HSU.
“It is important for me to
listen to the ideas and concerns of everyone and then
work with my staff to devel-

cold for him to
play outdoors in the winter
and in the summer there were
too many mosquitoes, he said.
Hagg said he plans on attracting

to know the students, alumni,

faculty and staff and coordinating with all people on the
marketing of HSU.
“Minority student recruitment is one of my main goals,”
he said. “It’s important to attract people of color.”
The office of admissions is
moving from Siemens Hall to
the SBS building this summer
and Hagg already has an idea
on how to improve it, he said.
“I'd like to put up an electronic name board outside
the office that flashed visitors’ names and where they’re
from, so they can feel welcome
when they come to campus,”
He said
Although
he has new
ideas for the office of admissions, Hagg said he thinks

can _ play

Sally Hargate outside. |

art education senior

sonal relationships by getting

students

to

HSU

through developing more per-

op a recruitment program that

works for this university,” he
said.

e Drop-OFfF Caundry, 7 dayr a week

¢ Same-Day Service, Monday-Friday
Drop off in the moming, pick up that evening!
Clothes, Bedspreads, Comforters, Sleeping Bags...
POO=TOAITC

*

COORLESS

Sonia R. Bautista, DMD

Inc.

Arcata Dental Office
Cosmetic Bonding
Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings

. Bu

The staff at MOM's offers 60 years of

*. Gls
J

experience, affording high quality,

»

low-cost service—The best littie

Ree arly. - Jaundromat in Humboldt County.
< o D Valley West Shopping Center

New Patients
Welcome

Nitrous Gas
Stereo Sound
Emergency Care

We Cater to
Cowards

1225 B St. (2 Blocks from HSU) 822-5105

e

Help raise money to fund
the construction of anew
Main Fire Station building
in downtown Arcata
Saturday, Feb 15 * 7pmto 12am
Arcata Community Center
$10 per person
featuring the music of the Roadmasters
Call 825-2000 for more information
Purchase
tickets at the Main Fire Station in Arcata
or at the door
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Despite advances in United States, African population still
heavily affected by disastrous impact of fatal disease
Keith Gelber

one of local villages, but we are
too busy farming this time of year
to mourn properly. If I mourn for
my neighbors too.long today, my
neighbors will mourn for me or
my‘child next year,” says Nkho-

ma.

oe v. Wade
still causing
controversy

mericans continue to disagree on the principle of choice, and there is no end in sight.

The 30th anniversary of the landmark court —
decision in Roe v. Wade marks the continuing tug-ofwar between citizens, health care providers, voters
and politicians.
Under the pseudonym “Jane Roe,” Norma Mc- —
Covey, a Texas woman who carried an unwanted
pregnancy, sued district attorney Henry Wade on
the grounds that Texas statutes prohibiting abortion
were unconstitutional as they violated the right to
privacy protected under the Ninth and 14th Amendments. The Supreme Court decision legalized abortion in the United States with a vote of 7-2 on Jan. 22,

1973. Before that time, women who wanted to terminate unwanted pregnancies had to travel to the few
states (New York, Washington, Hawaii and Alaska)

that offered legal abortions or underwent the procedure illegally within their own state.
A woman's right to choose to have an abortion is
closer to being overturned than it has ever been since
the Roe v. Wade decision. During his term, President
Bush, an abortion opponent, has made pro-life judicial nominations — including John G. Roberts for
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Colum-

bia, Jeffrey Sutton and Deborah Cook for the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals. In the case that a U.S. Supreme
Court
Justice

PHOTO By Kerrn GeLeer

Bush maintains
office, a conser-

villagers in Zambia, who deal with a 20-25 percent HIV rate.
most entirely spread through het-

gional food insecurity.

erosexual transmission. In places

Recently, a disturbing relationship began to be seen between
AIDS and food security. Nutritional deficits make people with
HIV more susceptible to diseases
and infections. Malnutrition has
been shown to accelerate the progression of HIV to AIDS.
“Food is the first medicine for
HIV/AIDS,” says Villarreal, “and
often the only medicine.”
HIV/AIDS also attacks a pop-

like Botswana, Zambia’s southern
neighbor, a 15-year old boy has
an 80 percent chance of contract-

Times are tough in Zambia and

his lifetime. “Everyone believed

there are few signs that it is get-

that this [AIDS] epidemic was just

ting any easier. Zambia — a country the size of Texas in southern
Africa with a population of roughly 10 million — has an HIV rate of
between 20 and 25 percent of the

a health issue. Its only later that
we realized that it impacted every single sector in development,”
says Marcala Villarreal, Chief of

the U.N. Food and Agriculture

adult population. The life expec-

Organization.

tancy rate has dropped by more
than 11 years. Today, people are
only expected to live to 39 years.

The region is also suffering
from the worst drought and famine in more than a decade. States
of emergencies have been declared in most southern African
countries, including Zambia. Unfavorable weather patterns for
two consecutive
sea-

sons, coupled with long-term unsustainable agricultural practices,
have increased the problems of re-

ulation’s capacity to resist famine. It turns an agricultural labor
force into dependents at a time
when they are especially needed

to produce food. AIDS infected

should

step down while

AIDS/HIV continues to ravage the African population, like these

ing and dying from HIV/AIDS in

Most of southern Africa shares
this plight with Zambia. With only
11 percent of the world population, Sub-Saharan Africa claims 73
percent of the global HIV/AIDS
cases. Current estimates show
29 million Africans to be infected with HIV. The epidemic is al-

ee

by Helen Sanderson
LUMBERJACK STAFF
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“Everyday there is a funeral in

s*

www.mergemedia.org

Impact of AIDS in Africa

Presi is the middle of the
rainy season, when most of
the maize bins in rural sub. sistence Zambia are mostly empty
and the mango trees are no longer
bearing fruit. Most families survive this yearly hunger by tightening their belts an extra notch to
control the hunger pains and eating perhaps only once a day. The
meals may consist of only weak
porridges, greens collected from
the bush, insects and the occasion. al bird or field mouse.
“God made February only 28
days because it is just too hard,”
says headman Almachio Nkhoma
from the Alick Village in Zambia
“In the past, when we had hunger, we would just fill up on water, but today, we are too weak
and that is not fine. Our men
have multiple wives here, and
many girlfriends. We would like
to plant, but instead we are all dying,” says Justina Mulenga, a Malawian mother of five whose HIVpositive husband recently died
from Tuberculosis.
Often the children, elderly and
sick do not survive February.

IS

vative

tion

nomina-

could

tip

the scales of the
current state of

abortion politics.
Planned Parenthood Federation of America, known
for
its . dedication

to _ pro-choice
advocacy,
perproto
sy Cxs Coox

A plaque reads: “in loving
memory
of our unborn
children
whose lives have

been ended by abortion.”
'

forms

abortions

and ___ specializes in reproductive health care.
At Six
Rivers
Planned Parenthood in Eureka,

town dwellers often return to their
home villages to spend their final

a variety of services are offered to women consider-

months, to die and be buried. Or-

and public affairs, outlined the

phans are often sent to a family’s
home village.
—
“There is a prevailing myth
see AIDS, next page

ing abortion. Debbe

, director of education
that a women

would go through before receiving an abortion.
“First, the woman would take a

test

here. Based on her results, our staff would then dissee Roe, next page
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Roe: Is abortion to remain accessible and legal?

#64 Sunny Brae center

e Continued from previous page

Arcata

“aut

%

822-7420

Open 7 days a week
Mon-Sat 10:30-6

Sun 10:30-5

cn Qu ae

HUGE VALENTINE’S

DAY SALE

Save up to 50% store wide!
Check out our huge selection of disc golf
supplies, costume accessories funky

tights,

home décor, candles, incense
and much much more!

Specializing in hand blown art glass!
Repairs and custom orders welcome
Mention PAR INFINITY and receive a

10% discount off disc golf supplies

Ad tickets on sale at

Friday,February 21st

and Saturday February 22
The Metro
HSU Van Duzer Theater
The Works
8:00
HSU Bookstore
Saturday,March 1st | $22 General Admission
Mateel Center,Redway

$15 Students/Seniors

8:00

Don't miss out!
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Get your tickets now!

Featuring 30 all-new cast members. Keep a lookout
for other V-Day events throughout February.
Al show
donated
ta local

are

working
to end violence
against
women & children.

In conjunction with V-Day Humboldt State University, a fund and awareness
mixerto stop violence against women and children.

%,

ette's Creations Nail Care :
n coupon for student discount
Acrilics
Ear Piercings

cuss her three‘options: to keep
the child, to give the child up
for adoption, or to have an
abortion,” Hartridge said. “We
support the woman in whichever choice she makes.”
Although the topic of abortion can be an extremely personal one, inevitably the issue
returns to clashing political
beliefs that exist among the
public. Hartridge addressed
her frustration on the current
status of reproductive rights
in America.
“In President Bush's State
of the Union address, he talked about ‘expanding the rights
of the fetus,” Hartridge said.

of the North Coast in Eureka,
abortions are not performed
nor are referrals made to those
who are interested in abortion.
Dawn Gonzales, director of
the center, maintains that the

non-profit agency remains politically neutral on the issue of
Roe v. Wade.
“This organization is neither. pro-choice nor pro-life.
We welcome all people and
consider. our position to be
pro-peace,” Gonzalez said.
“We offer women counseling
post-abortion, and we give
facts about the procedure
but we don’t refer women to
places where they can receive
abortions.”
Unlike
Pregnancy
Care

“Yet, he does nothing to prevent funding cuts of family - Centers of the North Coast,
the HSU Health Center refers
planning programs that prowomen
who want to have an
mote reproductive health and
abortion to Planned Parenteducation, which can potentially reduce the rate of abor- hood. The Health Center does
not perform abortions, nor do
tion.”
Hartridge said numbers of they take a political or moral
abortions are on the decline. . Stance on the issue, but they
do provide women with emerIn 1993, there were 750 aborgency contraception pills in
tions performed in Humboldt
County, - 650 performed in the case that they might have
1997 and approximately 600 an unwanted p:
Diane Korsower,. chief of
performed in 2001. Six Rivmedical staff at the Health
ers Planned Parenthood has
Center said Plan-B, an emerbeen in Eureka since 1975 and
has performed abortions since gency contraception pill, has
1978. Additional services of- been offered at the university
fered at Planned Parenthood
since 1996. The drug, commonly known as “the-morninclude gynecological exams,
vasectomies,
hormone
_re- ing-after pill” disrupts the
placement therapy, and test- lining of the uterus so that iming for sexually transmitted
plantation of a fertilized egg
diseases.
into the uterine wall cannot
occur.
At Pregnancy Care Center

“RU-486 is a pill that will
actually abort a fetus, and people sometimes confuse the two
(pills) HSU doesn’t offer RU-

486,” Korosower said. “Plan-B
is not an abortion pill. Emergency contraception is controversial however, because not
all people agree upon when
life begins.”
The debate between prolife and pro-choice advocates
often returns to the question
of when life begins. Hope McNeil, president of Humboldt
Pro-Life, believes that life
starts at conception, and considers Plan-B to be a form of
abortion.
“In terms of rationalizing
an abortion, -the issue is not
whether life has actually begun,” said McNeil. “The ques-

tion is of value. The parent is
judging how much value the
life of the child has in comparison to their own situation.”
“Roe v. Wade was decided
within the shadows of the constitution,” she said. “Abortion
is legally protected, but the Supreme Court is not the giver of
rights, God is.”
The legalization of abortion
will undoubtedly continue
ta be a divisive issue among Americans.
Opponents will
work to reverse the Roe v.
Wade decision while pro-

choice advocates will struggle
to keep women’s reproductive
freedom intact, as they have
for the past 30 years.

AIDS: Potential to eradicate disease is distant hope
e Continued from previous page

that the African extended family will cope with

this double burden of care. We are learning the
hard way that it cannot,” says Alex De Waal,
Director of Justice Africa.

As dreadful as it is to be orphaned at 15
years of age, it is much worse being orphaned
at 5. If parents could survive a few more years,
they could teach their children farming and
social skills. Throughout Sub-Saharan Africa,
wide age gaps exist in communities that once
thrived on intergenerational bonds. Families
now often consist of the very old or the very
young, with older women caring for orphaned
grandchildren.
“The normal generational cycle is being interrupted,” says De Waal.
HIV/AIDS disproportionately affects women in Africa. More than 58 percent of all HIV/

AIDS cases and more than two-thirds of newly infected 15- to 19-year-olds in Sub-Saharan
Africa are female. Africa is the only continent
with a higher HIV/AIDS rate among women

than men. There are many reasons for this including, the belief among some that sex with a
virgin can cure AIDS. Young women in Africa

are the least able to refuse unsafe sex.

The high HIV rate among women in Africa is
also having a huge impact on nutrition. Women
have always been the ones that sustain families,
especially during the periodic droughts. Women have always collected and prepared foods,
maintained social networks for emergencies
and taught younger women from their experi-

ences. HIV/AIDS is attacking women’s health
in Africa, and eating away the expertise, experiences and networks that keep their communities afloat.
U.N. Secretary General Kofi. Annan says:
“Our effort will have to combine food assistance and new approaches to farming with
treatment and prevention of HIV and AIDS.
It will require new agricultural techniques, appropriate to a depleted work force. It will require a renewed effort to wipe out HIV-related
stigma and silence. Above all, this new inter-

national effort must put women at the center
of our strategy to fight AIDS.” When asked
if there is any hope for the future of Zambia,
Headman Alick’s response is simply “well,
there is always tomorrow.”
Keith Gelber is in the international development
technology master’s program at HSU. He was a
Peace Corps volunteer in Zambia for 3 years.
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Bush’s new plan might
benefit HSU’s research
Schatz research lab at HSU could
receive some of the federal funds
by Kira Rubenthaler
LUMBERJACK STAFF

he Schatz Energy Research Center on campus has a chance of receiving some of the $1.2 billion
President Bush proposed to
spend on research to develop
hydrogen-powered_

vehicles,

said an engineer at the research center.
Bush made the proposal in
his State of the Union address
on Jan. 28.

pHoTo sy Curis CooK

UPD asked Plant Operations to block access to the top of the Mushroom Tree. They used
pressure-treated wood, a compound that is being phased out by the federal government.

Plant Ops seals off Mushroom Tree
access with pressure-treated wood
by James Egan
LUMBERJACK STAFF

I: an attempt to deter climbers, the ivy-covered redwood stump on the southwest corner of campus known as the “Mushroom
Tree” has been affixed with pressure-treated
boards by HSU Plant Operations.
The Mushroom Tree was boarded up by
Plant Operations in response to a request from
the UPD to restrict access to the stump.
The Environmental Protection Agency announced in a December 2002 press release that
by January 2004, pressure-treated wood (CCA
wood) will be banned for all residential uses —

including decks, walkways and fences.
According to a press release, the ban is
meant to reduce levels of potential arsenic exposure and steer the lumber industry away
from pressure-treated wood.
“It was a nice little spot to climb up into and
hang out,” said Andrew Tamburin, sociology

graduate. “It’s too bad they turned it into a toxic hellhole.”
According to the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease registry, pressure-treated wood
contains inorganic arsenic, copper and chromate.

According

to groups

opposing

pressure-

treated wood, children are especially prone to
illness when they inhale, ingest or absorb arsenic through the skin because it contains carcinogens.
One tablespoon of ash from pressure-treated wood would contain enough arsenic to kill a
person, according to www.origen.net.
According to the EPA, arsenic is colorless
and odorless and can be released from the pressure-treated wood when the wood is burned,
sanded or sawed. It can also be released
through direct contact.
The arsenic helps preserve the wood by preventing rot, mold, termites and other organic

decay.
According to the EPA, small amounts of arsenic can rub off on to skin on contact and gradually make its way into the body.
According to the registry, pressure-treated
wood has been used since the 1940s.
Tests performed on pressure-treated wood
show that in time, arsenic could leak out of the
wood and into the surrounding environment.
The time it takes for arsenic to escape from
the wood depends on the climate that the wood
is kept in. Arsenic escapes fastest in areas with

high levels of acidity in rain.
see Mushroom Tree, next page

“A large part of the money
will probably go to car companies,” said Christine Parra, an
engineer at the research center.
“Some will go to the Department of Energy and they will
decide how to give it out.”
Parra said Schatz would
have to submit an application to the energy department.
There would probably be
many organizations competing for the money.
“There is
a good possibility that
we might get
some
money,”
Parra
said.
“We
have
received contracts
from
the Department of Energy before.”
' If Schatz
received
some of the
money, _ it
would help
the
center

ee

help

people

4

wants to pursue,” Parra said.
“Some of the work might be
about hydrogen storage, and
we don’t do that.”
Schatz designs and builds
proton exchange membrane

fuel cells.
Parra said a fuel cell is like
a battery because it produces
electricity, but it differs from
a battery because it does not
need to be recharged.
Fuel cells produce electricity through the process of
combining hydrogen and ox-

ygen, and the only byproduct
is water.
Hydrogen is drawn from
a canister into the fuel cell,
where it is forced to give up its
electrons.
The cell contains a proton
exchange membrane, which
allows the hydrogen to pass
through, but the electrons
have to travel through an external circuit, creating an electric current.
On
the
other
side
of the membrane,
the
hydrogen
and the electrons
join
with oxygen
to form water. The oxygen can be
taken
from
the air, but
the
hydrogen has to
be extracted
from water
or other substances con-

pvoro sy Kea Rusenuen

bben Engineers at Schatz lab have
in

developed fuel cells at HSU.

Humboldt
County employed.
“Also, the public would
know more about the projects
we do,” said Parra. “It would
give the lab more visibility.”
“Whether Schatz gets any
money would depend on the
kind of research and development the energy department

‘ining

cae
gets

hy-

its hy-

drogen
by
using electricity from solar
panels to perform electrolysis,
splitting water into hydrogen
and oxygen. Electrolysis can
be performed using energy
generated from any source—
such as the sun, wind, coal or
nuclear energy.
see Cells,
next page
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VIDEO EXPERIENCE
..Not your average video store

Humbolat County’s Best
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400 G St., Arcata 826-1105 236 G St., Oldtown Eureka 443-8933

Think You Might Be
Pregnant?
FREE Pregnancy Testing
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¢ Information and Educational Materials
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The Arcata Center
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closed for relocation
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Cells:
Schatz has received federal funds in the past
¢ Continued from previous page

Hydrogen can also be produced through the process of
reforming, which is extracting hydrogen from substances like gasoline, natural gas or
ethanol.
Parra said this process releases carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, and oxides of nitrogen, which are the main
components of smog.
“In order to change what is
going on in the world, hydrogen has to be produced from
a renewable energy source,”
Parra said. “The benefit of a
fuel cell is to get renewable energy when the sun is not shining and the wind is not blowing.”
Parra said this is done by
using sun or wind power to
extract hydrogen from water,

which can be stored and later

442-2345

2390 Myrtle Ave, Eureka

Fuel cell research might benefit from President Bush’s new scptoneh to enviornmentalism,
as outlined in his State of the Union address.

725-5676

used to produce electricity.
Bush said the scientists
would initially produce hydrogen from natural gas in his

Schatz’s fuel cells that is workremarks on energy indepen_ing as part‘of a system is acting
dence on February 6.
“We're also going to work to as the backup energy source
for a repeater station run by
produce electricity and hydrosolar panels.
gen through a process called
The station is located on
fusion,” Bush said. “Fusion is
School House Peak in Redthe same kind of nuclear reaction that powers the sun.”
wood National Park and provides telephone service to
Bush said he wants children
members of the Yurok tribe.
born today driving hydrogenpowered vehicles as their first
Parra said the fuel cell syscars.
tem in use there has been run“It won't be easy to get ning for almost 4,000 hours.
there because there are obstaParra said fuel cells are
cles to overcoine,” Bush said.
expensive and she does not
Parra said fuel cell technolknow of any that are commerogy still needs some improvcially available.
ing.
According to the Schatz
“We need to do more re- Web site, the materials for the
search and development to Stack-in-a-Box, a fuel cell sysmake fuel cells more robust
tem developed by the lab costs
and longer lived,” Parra said.
$10,000. The Stack-in-the-Box
She said the proton exis made of 15 fuel cells.
change membrane is the key
Parra said using a canister
to making fuel cells work, and
of 56 liters of hydrogen, which
it is usually the first part of the is compressed to one half liter,
cell to break down.
the system can run a 75-watt
The longest lasting of light bulb for 90 minutes.

Mushroom Tree: pressure-treated wood used at HSU
¢ Continued
from previous page

Gane
a Genefit for the
Humboldt Free Herb Clinic

featuring
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duteh
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bake sale

and

much nore!

Valentine's Day Dance
Februar tath

Ipn to Midnight ° All Ages
Old Arcata Community
Center at 14th & D
For Info 825-8320 er email humfreeherb@aol.com

Wayne Hawkins, grounds and landscaping
was the least damaging solution possible.
services supervisor, said pressure-treated wood
“Some people like the stump because it’s a
has been used around campus for years and
fun place to climb up onto and hang out in, and
does not pose a substantial threat to students or | others like it for the aesthetic value and it’s histo the environment.
tory.” Hawkins said. “The point of boarding it
“Gist Hall had a stairway made of CCA
up instead of removing it was to preserve it for
treated wood for years and there were never
that second group of people. It’s important to
any problems or concerns,” Hawkins said.
preserve relics. We are truly apologetic that we
Kevin Creed, direc.
:
would keep any-

se ee

“It was a nice little spot to climb

the seul havea, Up into and hang out. It's too

as Tt
w

or

years

and nobody
has made

bad they turned it into a toxic
"

helihole.

“This is the first

time that anyone has

made an issue out of pressure treated wood on
campus,” said Creed.
Plant Operations looked at different options
before deciding to board the tree.

Hawkins said installing boards on the stump

Bo ant pg
We had no zeal
to deprive

any-

one of attything.

a complaint in the last

decade.

= one from —

Andrew

Tamburin

SOCIOLOGY GRADUATE

We were just try-

ing to fulfill the

UPD’s request.”

“It’s too bad
that such a sublime little spot had to be blocked
off, the stump was a real gem.” Tamburin said.
“I'm sure that people will still climb up and
-hang out on top of it, the only differeisnce
that
now the mushroom tree is full of

poison.”
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The Des rT
By Holly Hansen
LUMBERJACK STAFF

a

Valentine’s Day is supposed to
don’t hate yourself for spending
Keep it simple. Here’s a list of 20
your special person, in Arcata, on
or less.

1.

Kresis
a warm breeze, but I’m sure it will be fun anyWay.

4

Crafty” describes your girl (or boy), maybe you'd en-

Reserve:some time for “maxin’:and relaxin’” at the

preferably a Valentiness print or color.
nifty. material,
|

it. If the old Beastie Boys song, “She's

on down to Fabric Temptations
and pick out some

Finnish Country Sauna‘ and Tubs. These tubs are very nice.

Youllbaleg en

served on a first come, first serve basis. Private tubs can be
reserved for $7.65 per person for a half hour and $14.35 per

4 eft tubs and walks

two heart-shaped

person for an hour.

How about a nice picnic at Redwood Park? There's

a big grassy area to throw your blanket and basket down on.
Or, for a less conventional but more private picnic, grab your
hiking boots and take you portable picnic into the woods via
one of Redwood Park’s many trails.

‘ uP ee

ee"

pair. of soumeoes, tt you dont shee
a bag of Poly-fil, if they have it. Those are all the ingredients you'll need to make a heart pillow. Just cut

Theyre big, round and wooden; very romantic! Tubs are re-

2.

:

be a day of love. So
too much this year.
things you can do with
Valentine’s Day, for $20

pieces of material and sew them

together; easy!
on
From

Another craft idea: The Five Arle Center, a
12.
520 G St., offers Raku Firings on Friday nights from
Tia neans copamnek: Fane aes oe
oS: pan,
step taken after the ceramic object has been made.

beaches.
sunset
®
fo
Frisbee golf
’
s

3. Tay agame of risers ttyoutave't sen te COOL Whip, here's 2O rs tetera Perris) or by same ree Pac

Frisbeegolf course behind HSU, you should go check it out.

It’s pretty cool. You can purchase discs at Longs Drug Store

Discs range in price, but usually don’t
or Pacific Paradise.
3

exceed $15 a piece.
“Ballet Hispanico” is performing on Valentine’s Day
4.
at the Van Duzer Theatre. “Ballet Hispanico melds modern
dance, ballet and Latin dance into a spirited collage of contemporary Hispanic culture.” Tickets are $20 each for HSU
students. The show starts at 8 p.m.

5.

f

by

ings

i

OF

: h yo
ur
it
for less ‘han

W

= sis - gout es prone

“ ee a ees Bou Be _ Se mee" Ste
: . is oy saci di eie E Cool WTiRE y coetach straerinetiag
essert. Try sliced mango
dipped in chocolate. Throw on some Marvin Gay and light candles
the mood. Add rose petals to the table for a great finishing2
.
Oa
. You've been

“—
pd

9.

BN

ete

Gk ee

:

teks

est beaches in

eda.
rig ark ic ee
ie
Po
of Superbowl tossed in just for fun.” Best part of

eae.

ee

;
aed

0

;
:
:
set
i We: eee po : ance, Tae ee
“Runcalled
it’s
or
live
at ca arora cecoiaiod
ents em

tel ae thar from 8-9:55 p.m.“Ali” will be whowi affer that

from 10-11:59 p.m.

_

Descri : tions y the movies can be seen on the

HSU Calendar ini AGRE. Go to Feb 14 and click on the movie

titles. PS. It’s free!

18.

Give your Valentine a special gift they can be proud of. Take a nice

photograph, of the two of you together, over to Kinko’s Copies. Have it enis that? Arid Guess what? gsEnlarge- .
larged and frame it. How special
yer
:
Seta, as
e
on e
a
the one you
with
e
massages. What better way to get intimat

¥

back rub after
care about. Plus you could reallyraiuse4st. a good
Dia't Steet to
Saad
cathe wanttoey for i anckt eee ich.
ee
rise Herbs sells a variety of massage oils with essential oils

in them. You can also get oils, lotions and lubricants at the

Pleasure

Center.

20. Last but not least, make sweet lovin’! Valentine’s Day
should be special, so do something different. If your a bed kind

An old classic tradition for couples and friends that's

some of the nicWe're so lucky here in Humboldt County; we've got
the nation! What more could you ask for? OK, maybe

Spend some quality time with your companion at the

Commons, Friday night, 8-10 p.m., for a live
floor of the Jolly Giant
improv/comedy show by the BS Players. The description on the

cate.

free, take a nice stroll on the beach. Try to catch a sunset if you can.

ie

If you’re on campus, you may want to swing by the 2nd

16.

www.minortheatres.com.

10.

fortable place to sit and chat.

take you around various ponds.

Go see.a movie. at the Minor Theatre

ai ahi Sota

the heart with a frothy cappuccino, or
Warm

marsh. “Home to over 300 species of birds and mammals,” the
Arcata Marsh is a scenic splendor. Explore its many trails that

there, right? It’s said to be the oldest-running theatre in the
nation. It even has a balcony-level floor. A new batch of

aa

_.-

15.

$5 more, add a chocolate heart to that combination for a total of $16. Addi-

&. , aaave 6 SOARES ae

;

and sweet, try Redwood Yogurt. There are couches to
relax on while you're there, making this a very com-

ensemble to play and sing romantic tunes for your sweetheart.” The song list includes: “Love Me With All Your Heart”,
“You've Got a Friend In Me,” “As Time Goes By,” “Eight Days

tional songs are $5 each.

“

n.A
or chai, : and good conversatio
hot cenacoacoa
:
ii Ne e ~ 7 ase d oh perenne eee ae Na:
‘pral'ee in dae & Sond deeihiag cold
14,

yumm

$20

7. Have you ever been serenaded? Well now’s your chance. Let the
McKinleyville High School Orchestra and Arcata High School Madrigal Singets do ee with “Valentunes.” You can ft “small

Things You Do.” Prices: A song and a valentine for $10, add flowers for

13.”

©

fl

Center. Limited space. Call Robyn Smith to register: (707)

a Week,” “I Want To Be Loved By You” and “The Way You Do the

s

Fee: $5, per poty $15 for the wile ing

° ne

glen

Show your Valentine you care and you aint to proud to show it. Write

a

cl

to

U

your sweetie a poem and read it for him or her at the Poetry Slam/ Open
Mic Night at The Depot Feb. 14th, 7-9 p.m.
Get into some fun positions this Valentine's Day with “Yoga for
6.
Sweethearts.” “Bring your honey for a sweet evening of interactive partner-stretching and partner-supporting experiences.” $20 a couple at the Ara

y

q

@

sofa

shower, try the
of couple, do it on the table. If you're pa rtial to the
e having fun.
you'r
if
place
good
a
is
place
Any
or the back porch.

just don't get cael

yp

go d

p

,

“rune
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SIX
RIVERS
BREWERY
Open 7 days a week * 12 Tasty Microbrews On Tap
Food served until 10:30pm
McKinleyville:

eet

ROUEN
Ss

Reser/into: 839-7580

WED: BJ SWOOH) reves tance party
THURS: Lazyhones

SEX AND ROCK “N ROLcloseL

Well, technically no sex, but pretty
Duke:
show.

By Michael Schnalzer
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Valentine’s Dinner Specials ,
& Roses For All Ladies

FRI: Green Street Music
w/ Checkered Demons

SAT: John Grissley Band ren
Upcoming Events:
Feb 215" Big Elvis (KVHW oe
Old Town Eureka: rs
WED: Party Time Karaoke

ers, Quade shared the bill with

Buffy Swayze,

The

Spiderbites, and the Rubberneckers for the Sunday night

THURS: Kulica Aceustic neckers

gala .

tcenscne
ete
Spear
FRy-Zulu
@ Valentine’s Dinner Specials

onyms of Duke Quade on lead

& Roses For All Ladies

SUN: Coco Montoya “ao sa
Upcoming Events:
Feb 21°" Norton Buffalo bisestarmenica

Gifts that say

Bena dei)
tere DVO/VIDEO

Playing under the pseudvocals/ guitar, Wade Quade on

guitar/vocals,

our

first

Have you guys played in any

he
inseparable _ eleik
of sex and rock
‘n’ roll were once again
brought together as local rockers Quade highlighted an evening of live music and topless
dancing at the Tip Top Club in
Eureka.
Amid the the distractions
of the clubs regular performManimal,

This was
:

Suede

Quade

on. bass/ vocals, and Quaazar
Quade on drums, the band

earned the crowd’s most energetic response of the evening.
“Boobs and bands, what
else could you fucking ask
for?” Duke said to a cheering

crowd of 60 people.
Duke, Wade and Suede
morphed their string and vocal talents into a soothing pool
of hypnotic harmonies, only
to then explode with an impressive force of rock energy
driven by Quaazar’s symbol

played?

you

Wade: I’ve been listening to
some early Ween.

Duke: I’ve known Quaazar

Duke: | like the new Zwan
stuff, but not the song they
play on the radio that sounds
kind of like the Adore Pumpkins album. I’ve got a bunch
of MP3s that are harder and
more like the old pumpkins.

for about twelve years from
back in St. Louis. We were in a

Also the new Queens of the
Stone Age album is amazing.

band together out there called
Mobius Trip.
What are some of your musical
influences?
Quaazar: Pink Floyd.

They have a lot of harmony in
their music that I think is a definite influence on us.
Wade: I haven’t mentioned

other bands?
Suede:
Me
and
Wade
moved out here together two
years ago from Minnesota. We
were in a punk band out there

called Manifesto.

Duke:

Definitely

the Bea-

tles.

Wade: There’s was a band
in Minnesota called Swat D.
It was basically white boy Hip
Hop.

Duke: (laughing) Yeah I see
a lot of hip hop influence in
our music. Like Ice T.
I don’t know man, what about
the Bodycount album?
Duke: Ok yeah you're right

that was bad ass. I also like the
song Ice T did with Jane’s Addiction.
Quaazar:

Fugazi

yet.

probably

I’d

in my

say

they’re

top five all

time.

Yeah

Jane’s

is a

pretty big influence.
Duke: Also early Smashing Pumpkins like Gish or Siamese Dream.
Suede: And we have to
smash.
mention Coltrane.
I caught up with the band
Wade: And early Metallica.
the day after the show at
Suede: Yeah and Slayer’s
the Alibi Bar and Grill, for
Seasons in the Abyss.
some hush puppies, plenty of
Ok so what are you guys lisgreasy food, and a much needtening to right now?
ed breakfast Guinness to take
Suede: The new Flaming
the edge off the morning.
: Lips.
So how long have you guys
Duke: Wilco and Virgil
been together for?
Duke: About four
and a half months.
How many shows

have

Shaw’s new stuff is awesome.

Suede: Nirvana is always in
there somewhere.
So what do you guys think of
the North Coast music scene?
Duke: Overall it’s phenom-

enal, except for the excess of
jam bands. It’s like everybody
wants to be Sublime. Don’t get
me wrong Sublime was great,
but it’s a style that’s been
played out.

Suede: I'd like to see Arcata
open up with some more ven-

ues, most of the scene in Eureka is people who have lived
there all their lives.
What's in the future for you
guys?

Duke: We’re playing the
Vista on February 15" and
the Eureka Inn sometime in
March.
If you guys could open for any
band from any time, who would
it be?
Duke: The Beatles, has to be
the Beatles.
Wade: I don’t iow: man,
4
what

about

the

“Slippery

Bon

Jovi

When Wet
Tour?”

guys

Create a beautiful gifta-

bag for your
i

PHOTO BY MICHAEL Scomauzen

Quade performed at the Tip-Top Club to a pumped up, visibly exited crowd.
——

PLEASURE

1731G

St

CENTER

Suite Dinext to college footbridge!

Arcata

707-826-1708
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Slammin’ Salmen
Cajun slamgrass band
up

rocks Eureka

3

any

barriers

LIE

in’ music,”

Herman said.

Some of Herman’s musical
influences include Bill Mon-

roe, Little Feet, Led Zeppelin,

by Kiriko Pratt

The Grateful Dead and Jack-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

son Brown.
The band

he __ polyethnic-cajun;
slamgrass band Leftover Salmon rocked and
rolled Salmonheads and HSU
students at the Eureka Theater
on Feb. 1.
Lead by Vince Herman on
vocals and guitar, Leftover
Salmon’s ranks are held firm
by Noam Pikenly on banjo,
Drew

Emmit

on

mandolin,

fiddle and vocals, Bill McKay
on the Hammond

B3 and pi-

ano, Jose Martinez on drums,

and Greg Garrison on bass.
The new lineup has given
them a resounding jolt of of
rock ‘n roll immediacy, while
still staying in complete fusion
with their blugrass roots.
Born in Boulder, Colorado's
eclectic

music

scene

in 1991,

Leftover Salmon was a fusion
of two of the scenes most popular bands.
In an interview, Vince Herman

said, “We try not to put

also

uses

and

‘fuses bluegrass, Cajun, roots- "
rock, Latin, jazz and funk atyles and rythms.
“We want to get little pieces
of everything, “said Herman.
“Whatever

song

we

21
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are

playing at the moment, that is
my favorite.”
Leftover Salmon is in a constant state of migration. They
tour and they play 130 shows
a year, although they used to
play double that number not

Coit
lab S772 van /Z
a» ballet

;

8 dazzling fusion of
modern dance, ballet,

and latin dance!

-hispanico

sun feb 16

shawn colvin
grammy award-winning singer/songwriter

_ tues feb 18

voice of the dragon

long ago.

Yet Herman still beleives
touring is essential for any
band.
“It’s all there is,” he said.
So what is in the future for
leftover Salmon?
“More of the past,” Herman
said, laughing as he did.

Leftover Salmon has a new
record in production, tour of
music festivals this summer
and a constant schedule of
musical fusion fun.

Lhe ak

8 martial arts epic combining shaolin kung fu
with music, dance and theater into an action-packed saga!
mon feb 24

BRAM

an inspirational
RE
m ne
with a repertoire
CA acai Pee

classical, spirituals
and gospel

celebrate black

4

history month

We Make Choices Everyday...

AICTE
harlem

host of apr's “fresh air”

sponsored by KHSU
fri mar 7

OCCURS COMI aC
one of the most admired string quartets
on the

international

music

scene

Picking out the best fresh
powder includes charging into
what life has to offer. .
Don't cut the journey short.
Be healthy.
a benefit for the
Humboldt Free Herb Clinie

(achuring

2

te

ee

Big Earl & the Cryin Shame

/

Factoid: If smoking trends continue,
over 10 million people globally
will die of smoking in the year 2030.

dutch
raffle

aphrodisiac
bake sale

and

much

nore!

¢ 7 TO MID * ALL ACES
FEB, Old14TH
Arcata Community Center at | 4th & D-

but

For Info 825-8320
or emall

dun
Want

look

www.humfire.org/choice
‘This af made posolbte by grant 0 01-10008 etd the Department
of Beakth Berviess. Cabiermia Cantrel
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BAABA

MAAL

DENN

HOPPER

EDDI

READER

NUKU

GRANT

LEE

GEORGE

PANMAEL

PENNY

ELLENBOGAN
RAM

PAITCHELL

SOWETO

STRING

Music

SCHOOL

BRAND

THAI

WHIRIMAKO

ANITA

RODDKK

BLACK

YEYE

LOVE

Tom

JALZ

To

BOOTH

WILLIAMS

SPENCER

SPEECH

QUARTET
TIM

ROBBIE

ZEBULON

JOHNSON

RABBI

MOHAMMED

POP)

KURT

NENEM

DRUMMERS

ROTH

THEATRE

MIKHAEL

JAZZ

MAXI

FATHER

&

GABRELLE

K WEti

LINTON

FAMBAY

OLDFIELD

DAVID
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SHESH
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IMPROBABLE

ANDY

CLEGG

SHAW
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AIHA
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FREINO

ADDY

te

(COSI FABIAN

SHRINVAS

REVETT!

DAI

MANTOR

around

LINESH

TETTEY
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STIPE
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QUEENS
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CHERRY

PHOTO BY SERENA ZELEZNY
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People review the work of local artist Jhenna Quinn-Lewis at the Moris Graves Museum.

SHARON
STEWART

Rossing

DREAD

Eureka’s Museum
welcomes new
exhibits and artists

13- 7PM
FEBRUARY
KATE BLICHANAN ROOM
$2 STUDENTS / $4 GENERAL
TICKETS

AVAILABLE

AT

THE

METRO,

THE

WORKS,

&

THE

Hi

BOOKSTORE

bright colors to express their message, QuinnLewis, a still-life painter, takes a simplistic and

natural approach to art.
“It [art] is a part of our lives and surrounds

us even if we don’t notice or understand it,” she
wrote.

This exhibit, entitled Simplicity of Form, features works focusing on fruit and Chinese
bowls.
“I enjoy painting the Chinese bowls,” she
said at the event. “They tell a story.”

Benefit drawing to follow screening
]

ae

a.

HSU

on

old

By Serena Zelezny

quad)

Lumberjack staff

Sponsored by KHUM/ KSLG

Eliade
w

|

@

j

s. the soft sounds of the music group

Recorders, Krumhorns and All

Ave

Pain
/

_ @9@@e¢

200,

caer

\

echoed throughout the building, people poured in through the giant French doors of
the Morris Graves Museum of Art. They filed
into the open entry and dispersed in all directions.

There was so much to see and so little time.
Like busy worker ants, artists and art fans
made their way from room to room.
Some stopped to grab a beverage at a booth
in the entry. Others took a break to appreciate
the live music.
They took in all they could, contemplating,
staring, enjoying every new painting gracing

the walls of Eureka’s popularartmu-

rt

On the first Satur

«

}

to use

more bright colors in her pieces.
Fe’s exhibit, I Love Men, But..., features mostly oil and wax paintings that focus on women’s
issues.
“I wanted to focus on women, being one my-

self,” she said.
“Most of the subjects are Hispanic, but all
women can relate to them,” Fe said. “Even men
can relate to them.”
She pointed to a painting of a solemn young
girl in a chair. She
was holding crack-

Can teach us about ourselves

or. out to a flock of
geese. It was enti“Even as a young

holds

:

and

Yourself Lil’ Girl.

our world.

_

us about ourselves and our world,”

i

prefers

Fe, however,

:
:
Art is an universal language that

“Art is a universal language that can teach

ro]

Artist Sonya

an event called First
Saturday Night Arts
Alive!. This event,
which is open to
the community, is a
means to bring the public and the artists together to celebrate the beauty of art.
At this month’s event, which took place on
Feb. 1, the museum unveiled two new exhibits
featuring painters Jhenna Quinn-Lewis, a former Humboldt County resident, and Sonya Fe,
currently an art professor at College of the Redwoods.

nN
A

Dutch masters.

tled Save Some For

the museum

rN
Ae

Quinn-Lewis said she was inspired by the
simplistic creations found in Asian artwork
along with the more complex pieces by the

”

day of every month

in
"An

alive

art comes

When

LILALI

Quinn-

Lewis wrote in her artist's statement.
Unlike many of her fellow artists who use

Jhenna Quinn-Lewis

child

she

is giv-

ing and giving,” Fe
said. “But as we get
older we need to
learn to save things for ourselves.”
LOCAL ARTIST

As the evening wore on, the music contin-

ued to fill to museum with peaceful
sounds.
The galleries remained full of
wanting to get a glimpse of the new
on display and speak with the artists
ated them.

acoustic

admirers
paintings
who cre-

The artwork of Jhenna Quinn-Lewis and So-

nya Fe will be on display through March 30, at
the Morris Graves Museum of Art located at
636 F Street in Eureka.

SPORTS -
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UOP forfeits game, HSU rugby still plays
‘Jacks rugby has a
team scrimmage
by Kai Beech
LUMBERJACK STAFF

he University of Pacific’s men’s rugby club forfeited their match against HSU at Manila Field

on Saturday because of injuries.
“I was so furious, I felt like punching myself in the
face,” said junior flyhalf Ben Greene.
The HSU men’s rugby club reluctantly chose to
have an intersquad scrimmage to help fulfill the rug-

gers desire to play.
“The whole week, I was feinding to hit,” said senior inside center Hector Quiles. “I had mixed emo-

tions about the scrimmage. At first I didn’t want to

hurt my own players but after the first hit, it was
on.”

Coach Mike Davis separated the team with starters on one side and backups and newcomers on the
other.
eee

¢

“I wanted the A side to play together,” said Davis.
“T expect big things from this year’s team, so I want
them to get comfortable playing with each other.”
Some thought the game was going to have a relaxed attitude, but from the opening kickoff, fans

Stokes. “This scrimmage was vicious. I saw a couple of guys leave the game because their faces were
a bloody messes. If they do that to their own team,
I can’t wait to see what they're going to do against
their opponents.”
In the ninth minute, senior outside center Kai
Beech chased down a Greene kick on the 2-meter line
and assisted to junior winger Nick Block, who put
the first points on the board with a try for the A side.
Ten minutes later, Beech assisted again this time
to junior winger Mike Natkemper on the 3-meter line
for the second A side try.
After making a punishing tackle and recovering
his own caused fumble, sophomore fullback Mikey
Dempster found himself in the tryzone for another
A side try.
Once again, Block was able to benefit in the kicking game recovering a Greene kick in the tryzone for
his second try in the first half.

In the 38th minute, Beech scampered 65 meters

for a try, giving the A side a 33-0 lead going into the
half.
“I already knew the A side backline can light up

the scoreboard,” said Davis. “What I was most im-

pressed with was play of the B side pack. Eddie Plax-

ton (a former HSU middle linebacker) is a tackling

machine. He’s got enough testosterone for an entire
Hungarian construction company. It’s going to be
scary when he really gets to understand the game.”

played a scrappy, intense

intersquad scrimmage
on Saturday, which

consisted of the A team
veterans competing
against the B team

rookies.
The B team (Below)
huddles under the
goal posts prior to the
game before getting
demoralized 60-0.

puoTos BY GABRIEL JACKSON

Greene opened the second half with a 30-meter

drop kick. Moments later Beech found the tryzone
for the second time of the game. In the 61st minute,
Greene awed the crowd by putting a 50-meter dropick between the uprights.
“That kid has what it takes,” said former college rugby All-American Greg Pargee. “Most pros
can’t make that kick and Ben did it with 10 meters
to spare.”
;
In the 73rd minute, Quiles crashed in for a 10-me-

ter A side try.

In the final moments of the game, senior scrumhalf Daniel Klein was to sneak in the tryzone giving
the A side a 60-0 victory.
“I was pleased with how aggressive these guys

played,” said Davis. “Kanoa Montgomery stepped it

up today as well as Corey Thedford (a former HSU
offensive lineman). Thed is sometimes out of position
but is too much of an athlete to keep off the field.”

The forfeit puts the ‘Jacks at 2-0 this season. They

travel to Vallejo on Saturday to scrum down against
Cal Maritime.

eesti

HSU ruggers (above)

tor and HSU all-conference offensive lineman John

oA

scrimmage.”
“Humboldt rugby is super core,” said specta-

ee

soon found out that the match was more than just a
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HESSE, GREEN, & PILAND
An Accountancy Corporation

Certified Public Accountants
Serving the North Coast for over 38 years
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Proud HSU Alumni
Roy E. Corsetti C.P.A.
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and J’ontar
HSU basketball seniors (from left to right) Jeremy Robinson, Greg Cutler
l
Coleman have all endured sour seasons before helping make HSU the nationa
powerhouse it is today.

Hoop team seniors reflect

BOOKSTORE
INDEPENDENT
MINDS
INDEPENDENT
FOR

Trio remembers when HSU wasn’t on top
by Kai Beech
LUMBERJACK STAFF

here was a time when
the HSU men’s basket-

EVERY

OPEN

ball program was not
on top of the NCAA Division’
II rankings, spectators didn’t
have to get their tickets days
in advance, home games were
never televised and Lumberjack basketball fans didn’t
have a reason to heckle the
opposing team until they lost
their voice.
“My freshman year, the
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games

were

pretty

empty,”

said Greg Cutler. “Not many
people knew we even had a
basketball team.”

Gi fs SR

What a difference a win-

AEE

. ning season makes.
Now the men’s basketball
team is ranked second in the
nation amongst Division II colleges, spectators get their tickets up to a week in advance,

Arcata Public Access televises
home games and fans verbally
abuse every opponent so badly they make them consider
enrolling in self-esteem cours. es the following day.
These three seniors are being recognized and commended for their commitment to
‘the HSU basketball program.
Guard J’ontar Coleman from
Oakland, center Greg Cut-
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ler from Alamo and _ point
guard Jeremy Robinson from
San Diego have all demonstrated remarkable character
while sticking with the team
through several losing seasons
and helping create what HSU
basketball is today.
“The program is nothing
compared to what it was,” said
Robinson. “Things change because you’re winning.’
With _ the

new freshman who all could
play, which brought more
depth.”
Cutler said “team chemistry” is a major factor for the
team’s success.
“We attracted good talent
out of high school, opposed
to junior college,” says Cutler. “Since we're playing four
years together, instead of only
two, we get a better feel for
each_other’s

men’s basket-

“NOt many

ball team having the high-

knew

est

winning

percentage
among _ all intercollegiate

teams at HSU
last

year,

the

we

people

even

had a basketball
"
team.

Greg Cutler
CENTER, MEN'S BASKETBALL

style of play.”
*

Understanding

teammates’
tendencies has
very
proved
beneficial for

point

guard

Robinson,

who is leading
entire community has altered its perception. _ the team in assists and says he
our te look at you differ- gives “all the glory and success to God.”
t,” added Robinson. “They
Though Cutler says he’s
see, us like role models for the
going
to hang up his competientire athletic department. It’s
tive sneakers after this season, .
difficult but we have to ac-both Coleman and Robinson
cept it.”
both have aspirations of playSo what made the differing professional hoops.
ence in HSU basketball?
Robinson is considering
“Jeremy and I were the only
basketball
overseas,
while
two true freshman back in
Coleman will play whenever,
1998,” said Coleman. “Most of
wherever, stating he'll “play
the team was in their mid- to
in the Afghanistan league” if
late-20s. After the 6-20 season
they want him to.
in 1999, 2000 brought in seven

SCOREBOARD
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USA TODAY REGIONAL POLL*
NCAA Division II Mens Basketball

West Region
1. Cal State San Bernardino (13-4)
2. Humboldt State (16-2)

3. Brigham Young-Hawaii (11-2)

—

4. Cal Poly Pomona (13-4)
5. Seattle Pacific (Il-7) .
6. Alaska Fairbanks (14-4)
7. Hawaii-Hilo (12-6)
8. Sonoma State (11-6)

Jackie Kolesar, sophomore guard on the women’s
basketball team, scored 26 points, had five rebounds and three assists as the Lumberjacks split
a pair of home games last week.

Jeremy Robinson, a senior point guard onthe men’s
basketball team, scored 11 straight points during a

first-half surge that helped HSU defeat Northwest
i on Saturday. Robinson finNazarene in action
ished with 16 points.

9. Seattle (13-5)
10. Hawaii Pacific (13-5)
*poll is from the week of Janvary 4th
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The Cumberjack
Ediforlal

Letters to the Editor

Lack of Bong Tally elicits questions

Microsoft agreement addressed by HSU

Over time, The Lumberjack has received varied responses
from a diverse range of students and community members
regarding the Bong Tally. Last week, the Bong Tally was not
published because of spatial constraints. Numerous students
voiced their concern for the future of the Bong Tally in response to last week’s omission.
The Lumberjack would like to make clear our intention of
providing for our reading audience an accurate record of
bong confiscations in the residence halls. Amid administrative and faculty advice that this feature is sophomoric —
causing more harm than good — student interest in the Bong
Tally has been made clear since last week. The Lumberjack policy statement requires that we strive to represent each inter-

est existing within our student body, majority or not.
Sgt. Tom Dewey tipped us off to the inaccuracy of the UPD
media log in reporting an accurate number of bongs confiscated. The corresponding article in this issue of The Lumberjack means to make public the current inaccuracies of the
Bong Tally.
We realize that UPD is not required by law to list by name
and number each piece of property confiscated — especially
if the property has relevance in court proceedings. However,
in striving to fulfill our responsibility to those who value this
feature, The Lumberjack will work with those compiling the
UPD media log make more accurate the record of public activities.

Richmond attends protest in spiri
Alistair McCrone would never have addressed Thursday’s walkout. The Lumberjack would like to express support
for a president who, strivifig to connect with an active student body, steps outside of the position’s established bound;
aries.
and legitimacy to
ce
Richmond's presence lent prominen
Thursday’s event. By addressing issues and topics that are
not directly related to HSU, the CSU system or education in
general, Richmond showed support — through active participation — for making HSU a place of dialogue. In doing so,
Richmond outlined a number of factors that he sees as complications to the current global situation.
While The Lumberjack is supportive of Richmond's statethere exists a feeling of skepment of opinion on Thursday,

ticism among The Lumberjack's editorial board regarding the

substance of the president’s speech. His opinions were sometimes ambiguous and overall politically neutral.

® Questions regarding the
editorial content of The Lumber-

jack should be directed to the
editor at (707) 826-5922.
eThe Lumberjack editorials
are written based on the majority opinion of the newspaper's

editorial board.
eGuest columns, cartoons

and opinion articles reflect the
opinion of the writers, not nec-

essarily those of The Lumberjack or its staff.
© The Lumberjack welcomes

submissions for guest columns
or guest cartoons.

~-

eLetters should be no more

than. 400 words and guest columns no more than 750 words.

eLetters can be mailed, delivered or e-mailed (preferred)
to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall
East 6, Arcata, CA 95521
Email: thejack@humboldt.edu

eLetters must be received
by 5 p.m. Friday for next issue

consideration. Letters and guest
columns must include the writ-

er’s name, city of residence and
phone number. include major
and year in school if a student.

Letters from the same author will only be published every

_30 days.

tered into a four-year agreement with Microsoft.
The CSU paid the license
fees for selected Microsoft
products for all CSU students
under this agreement.
Since the license fee was
paid for by the Chancellor’s

It was the Bookstore’s practice during the agreement to
allow the student to re-borrow the media, without adding any additional charge, if
they experienced a computer
problem and needed to re-install their program.
The media the Bookstore

end of the semester, we posted
signs in the Computer Department to remind students that
it was their “last chance” to
rent or purchase.
The CSU has now entered

Office, students were required

has used

Select License Agreement.

On Jan. 1, 1999 the CSU en-

the programs on their comput-

ers.

changes

made

were

duced, a new opportunity for
students came about.
Instead
(though

of

“renting”

“rentals” continued),

the students were given the
opportunity to purchase their
own low cost set of media.
That agreement ended Dec.
31, 2002.

ment with Microsoft. It is
called the Microsoft Student

The HSU Bookstore

The Bookstore Computer Department staff started
reminding students as they
came back for fall semester
that the program was ending
in December.
The staff encouraged stu-

by Microsoft.

agree-

of the low rental fee or purchase their own set of media
before the end’ of the agree-

tion.

As new products were intro-

two-year

dents to either take advantage

dia we have continues to func-

some

a new

The terms of this agreement
are different from the previous
one. This time the student pur-_.
chases the license, as well as
the media at a reduced cost,
with no opportunity to “rent.”
If you have any questions
about the details of the program or the products available, the Bookstore Computer
Department staff is ready to
help you.
I hope this eliminates any
confusion on our campus concerning these programs.

graduate, as long as the me-

When the media was returned to the Bookstore the
deposit was refunded.
A couple of years into the
there

is:

worn and replacements are
not available from Microsoft.
We intend to continue to support these students until they

to pay only a small fee and deposit to “rent” media to install

agreement,

for the “rentals”

into

ment.

Nearly a month before the

Future teachers of California be aware
Future teachers, may I have
your attention please? .
As you prepare for your
careers in the classroom, it is
important for you to become
aware of a surprising situation that could occur because
of your dedication to the education of the children of our
nation.
This vital information is seldom being told and can affect
a tragic consequence in your
retirement years.
Why should you be concerned with your retirement
now even before you begin
your career? My story can be
a perfect example for you. |
taught elementary music in
a Colorado public school system for 12 1/2 years and also
worked as an_ elementary
school office manager for 16

years.
Please believe, those years
flew by as quickly as the blink
a

of an eye.
April 5, 2002 was the day
I first discovered that by retiring through the Colorado
Public Employees Retirement
Association (PERA) I had un-

knowingly thrown away my
now much needed Social Security supplemental benefits.
In 15 states — Alaska, California, Colorado, Connecticut,

Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Missouri, Nevada, Ohio,
Rhode Island and Texas — educators and support staff who
work

in schools

are, in my

opinion, being unfairly hurt
by an insidious law called the
Government Pension Offset
law (GOP) and its nasty stepbrother, the Windfall Elimination Provision (WEP).

This law is difficult to understand and equally difficult
to explain, but until it is federally appealed, I would warn

you to be very wary before
giving your talents as an educator or staff support person in
public school systems in those
15 states.
If you interview with a recruiter from an affected state,

ask them about the GOP/
WEP, be aggressive to get
complete and accurate information and double check by
questioning a Social Security
office about “other work that
may affect your Social Securi-

ty benefits”.
That phrase is easily over-

looked or not even included
in much of the reading material about retirement put out

by Social Security, AARP, NEA
and other teacher-oriented
publications.
Marilyn Sprang Fransen

Retired teacher.
Rapid City, S.D. -
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Editor looks inward . The rules of war

Past, present issues now surface
as potential war seems inevitable

by Bob Todd
The rules of war are no different

_ than the rules on any playground.
I can’t really tell you
_| when it was that I lost
| it, that feeling that I
~@ could do something
right with my life.
Not

that

I think

I

am pathetic (or at least
not now) or that I don’t

have
something _ to
draw on. No, I mean
that I feel powerless. I feel like I am worth
less than the average citizen, the average
Joe who remains a slave to procedure and
pointlessness.
Of course, in that I merely declare how
much of a slave I am, but let’s steer clear
of that for right now.
This is something more basic.
At my heart, I am an idealist. I think
that things can go right. That is to say that

I think there is such a thing as right, and
that it isn’t too late to achieve it.
But in my mind, I know better.
Here I am: 26, stale, ready (or afraid) to
graduate and little to show for what may
very well be the first half
of my life.
What should I have
to

show?

No,

not

pos-

sessions or acceptance
or accolades. Because I
am that idealist at heart, I
think I should have been
able to do something for
the world.
I always
thought,
growing up, that I had
the ability
to make
change real. I wanted to
be the hero. I wanted to
help shed light on the
truth and to help blaze
a path toward the future
and whatever foolish bullshit children
convince themselves they are capable of.
But, we are merely children.
As I grow older, and as we near what
may be the worst war (as war is nothing
else if not always able to outdo all previous efforts), I think I am starting to see the
truth. Not some truth about the natuie of
politics or Bush or Iraq. That's all so irrelevant. It’s so ... nothing.
I mean, if you think that lobbying is
anything more than open bribery or that
oil doesn’t mean more than god, then you
might as well put some lead in the dome
and start over, if you know what I am saying.
.
not that bad. But there are cerit’s
Well,
tain concessions you have to make about
the nature of society or you might as well
stop reading this now, because we ain't
even on the same page.
I am talking about something completely different. I'm saying that I am
starting to see the truth about myself. I

am starting to see where my priorities
really are.
I don’t care about the execution of
those ideals. They never were a priority
to me, I suppose. They were me convincing myself that there is something that
offers more than looking into the eyes
of your granddaughter as she graduates
high school, still unaware of that procedure and pointlessness.
I feel like I’ve lost it though. I don’t
want to be a journalist anymore. I don’t
want to see revolution the way I did
when I was young. | haven't given up
on change, though, in as much as I have

Play fair and don’t be a bully.
Just because you are the biggest kid on the playground, doesn’t
mean you get to lie, steal and cheat.
And if there’s a fight, you had better not be the one who was lying,
stealing or cheating.
Which brings me to my point.
When is it right to use force? Even

given up on myself having

spections in Iraq?

a. role in

change.
You see, I can’t really tell you when I
lost it because I never had it. My desire
to see revolution is more of a need than a
want. And there is nothing more important than a granddaughter.

They say that politics makes strange
bedfellows, well oppression makes obvious bedfellows.
I don’t think I ever
really did believe in
change, I just believed in
potential. I just believe in
potential now. And I just:
want the opportunity to
be able to have that look
into my granddaughter’s
eyes.
Yet I need that change.
And I suppose that is
why I feel so powerless.
If things don’t change, I
PI
don’t have any potential.
So I choose to gravitate
toward people who do
want change. And they
oft seem so incapable of
delivering.
Ahhh ... whatever.
And can I just say: if the Lions want
to hire Mariucci as the new coach, that’s
cool. But there are a ton of minority
coaches in the country who would have
loved to have just been mentioned for
the job.
I know a lot of you must not have a
clue about what I am talking about, but
trust me, there is no change, and people
are losing their potential.
So that’s it, hippies and minority
coaches unite!!! For I need you both.
And in the meantime, I will just sit here
thinking about the granddaughter I will
never have and the war that will rest at
the center of the cause.

by James Morgan

James Morgan is the editor of The Lumberjack, and he apparently thinks that he is
so good, not only can he speak as if an expert
but he can write incoherent trash and make

if someone has committed an injus-

tice, most will agree we only have
the right to use force as a means of
self-defense.
Isn’t this the reason we see all the
positioning with United Nations inThe

present

administration

wants to be perceived as being in

the right, in order to justify the
use of force to disarm Iraq. But the
rulcs of any game do not depend
on what is perceived to be true, but
what is true.
Is there any rational person that
believes there is no such thing as
justice? Why, then, is
Bush pretending we
can justify attacking
Iraq and several other
nations over the deeds
of less than 20 men, not
even connected with
those countries?
This is not the peoples’ idea of fairness.
Just look at all the protests around the world
against the prospect of a
war with Iraq. So what is the real
purpose for this seemingly irratio‘ nal action?

Our leaders, as well as several other nations’ leaders, want the
United States to become a rouge nation-state, so we will be sanctioned
and punished by the international
community, thus ending our national sovereignty and leaving only
a few rag-tag Muslim nations that
still exert a level of independence
from the United Nations, World
Trade Organization and the International Court of Justice.

Not only is America being set
up to be the bully, but we are being used to create huge corporate
profits for CEOs through the sale
of war goods and services. We have
allowed, since 1933, contrived national emergencies that grant dictatorial powers to our presidents.
We are allowing un-Constitutional executive declarations of war
on isms that can never be defeated. Our nation’s energies are being
poured down a bottomless pit that
will eventually consume us all, if

not capped.
This is the strategy the powerful
elite have decided to use to make
all on Earth bow to “Corpocracy,” a
war of economic attrition.
Why did Bush demand immunity for war crimes from the IC]?
Why do our leaders pretend to be
opposed to a global government
while they are passing laws and
signing treaties that undermine our
national sovereignty?
:

Because they plan to commit
war crimes so the Internation Court
—backed by the emerging European Union, Russia and China — can
place sanctions, or even eventually
invade our shores under the auspices of the United Nations.
I voted for Bush because, I like
many other Republicans, thought
he would do what he said — bring

our troops home from Bosnia, pull
us out of the United Nations, and
put a stop to international control
over our national resources.
But he, like most politicians, told
us what we wanted to hear. The
corporations make huge amounts
of money while we the people go
into the oblivion of
un-repayable
debt,
which
equates
to
slavery.
How can you be
free if you are an indentured servant to
debt? The rules of
war are: they who
are the biggest bullies
takes what they want
for awhile, but they
who are in the wrong will pay in
the end, with huge interest.
Is it fair that our election process is no longer verifiable with
electronic voting so easily manipulated? I can not reason any other
action than to create another game
that is fair.
:
should not
Court
The Supreme
be picking our president and if
an election is too close to call, we
should have another election.
Let’s create a people’s-papervote, separate from the system, just
to show them what we really think.
Let’s stop buying corporate genetically engineered foods, or products
produced with slave labor, and quit
believing the lies of politicians.
We

can

grow

our

own

food,

make and trade our own goods
and elect leaders from our peers
and while we're at it, why not vote
on a day when most people are not
working?
The only say we have in our future is by what we do today. So |
say boycott, boycott and boycott
some more.
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Protes
I didn’t go to the war protest on
Thursday.

Why?
I had better things to do with
my time.
Protests

in Arcata

are like pa-

rades in Disneyland. They occur
all the time and you always know
what to expect — noise and illusions.
Don’t get me wrong, I oppose war

and I think people should voice their concerns about

it. I just think that ditching class to hang out in the sun
and say a few words on the microphone is an ineffec-

tive form of protest.
War is bad. So what. I’ve heard it, you've heard it,
this whole town has heard it. Things are not going to
magically get better if we all think happy thoughts and
make pretty signs.
< If you are going to protest, go somewhere where
someone doesn’t agree with what you are saying. It is

They were working, trying to make a living.

Protesters need to leave Arcata to reach these peo-

ple. Try protesting in a city that has more than a handful of republicans and conservatives.
The scene might be slightly different
than the party at HSU on Thursday.
It is not all fun and games when
Johnny Law and Big Bubba are itch-

ing to kick your liberal college-stu-

dent butt for causing a ruckus in their
town.

If you want your voice to be heard

you have to take risks.

The tree sitters that have been
camping in the canopies of some of
Humboldt County’s greatest assets

take risks every day. When you go to

sleep in your warm bed after a long
day of partying on the quad, they

a different world outside of the Arcata bubble and not

are up in a tree, hanging out in near
freezing temperatures. .
Several protesters that locked them-

everybody is saying “peace, dude.”
There are people out there that want to go to war

office took a risk in 1997, and they paid a price. To get

and they want to go to war NOW. I'd bet a million
bucks that they were not out on the quad dancing.

The case is still being heard in court.
These two groups of protesters have gained attention from across the state and the nation. Their
story has been heard by thousands
of people and they continue to
get coverage by the mainstream
media.
They have sacrificed and suffered for the cause that they are
fighting for and until war protesters are willing to do that, their
voices will be muffled by the music that they dance to.
Sitting in a tree for eight
months is risky. Locking yourself
on private property while sheriff deputies swab your eyes with
pepper spray is risky. Hanging

by Matt Crawford

out at HSU with a cardboard sign
is a lame excuse to skip class.
Matt Crawford is Special Projects

selves on Pacific Lumber property and at Frank Riggs’

editor and sat in a windowless room in the library and

the crowd to disperse, sheriff's deputies applied pepper spray to the their eyes with cotton swabs.

Thursday.

did school work during most of the protest at HSU on

Does protesting really solve anythingse?

r cau very
only hurt never helpviouslyou
To disrupt fellow students will
y they understand
of or understand.
day. What's
I
understand
why people felt
the need to pro-

test the possibility
of an upcoming
war on Thursday.
I even understood
and enjoyed seeing all the students who came
out for the protest
in the U.C. Quad and went to take it all

in myself before class.
What I don’t understand and agree
with is orchestrating a walkout and
disrupting other students’ right to go
to class and get the education they are
paying for.
What purpose is there to walk out of
a class or all classes to protest war? You
only hurt yourself in the long run.
The fact that people felt the need to
scream down the hallways of Founders
Hall for everyone to leave their classes
Thursday afternoon shows that there
are many people here that have no respect for their peers or professors.
I am a student who pays the astronomical price of out-of-state tuition.
To subsidize it, I get a small amount of
grant money. I, with my parents help,
pay over $700 for one class, plus the
cost of registration fees.
Add all that up for 12 or more units
and you get a price of over $4,000 to
pay each semester, which I take seriously. I, for one, didn’t appreciate people harassing me everywhere I walked
to leave my classes and “if you don't,
you support our going to war”.
I won’t even discuss the people run-

ning around naked that
the point of that? What does it do to
solve a problem or facilitate aware-

ness? Nothing. All that does -is garner attention for the person or persons
choosing to be exhibitionists for their
own pleasure.
Wake up people. Simply leaving
a class and being disruptive to those
around you hurts rather than helps
your cause and ultimately helps no
one in the long term.

Does it make the world aware of
dissatisfaction?
your
Rarely. Does it tell the
nation that you aren’t
supporting the war?
Not likely and not
from a small area like
Arcata.
I would like to see
a drastic change in our
world, as would all of
you. But there are bet-

merase,

This brings me to the State of the
Union address from President Bush
recently.
I sat in the back at the JGC to ob-

traveled anywhere outside the United

States or even their home state, thereby giving them no right to spout off
about what they don’t know enough

about other areas in the world and
the way governments run there.

I’ve been all over the Mediterra-

nean and over to the Middle East

and can say with certainty that Saudi Arabia is one place an American would not want to stay for any .
length of time if he or she values free
speech and freedom in daily life.
Just remember people, you actuspeech.
ally have the right to express your
Again, people were rudely condissatisfaction with your counducting themselves and others in the
try only because you have the First
. room were unable to
Amendment. Do you really think
hear the speech at many
you could get away with doing the
times.
same in other countries without
What I noticed durconsequences?
ing the course of this
I honestly don’t know what or
was, again, there were
even how to change most of these
no words of solution or
problems within our society and
alternatives to his stateworld, but I admit it openly and
ments during or after
don’t open my mouth when I have
the speech, just many
knowledge of what to do
words of dissatisfaction - little or no
or how to do it.
with our country and
I have always believed myself
how it’s run.
to be a person that cares about huAll around me, I hear
manity, a peaceful world in which to
notions of moving to
raise my future children and ensurthese other countries to
ing the world becomes that better
affect change, to live a life without
place in which to do it. I only hope
our type of government, and so on.
that I can change the world, if only
Students here that think our govin some small part.
ernment is much like a dictatorThe difference is that I will try to
ship and run by our president alone
do it the right way, not the disrupshould by all means go to a place like
tive, destructive way.
the Middle East. I tell them now, they
Heather Sundblad is the Opinion ediwill see first hand how a dictatorship
tor and finds that people here at HSU“
really works.
have their heart in the right place but
I have to hold myself back somehave misplaced their respect and comtimes from slapping sense into these
mon sense somewhere along the line.
people, metaphorically speaking. Ob-

serve campus individuals during the
televised speech and listened to people call him a dictator, yell profanity
and derogatory terms as well as various other outbursts while he gave his

T
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E
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by Heather Sundblad

I have been here, all
I hear from people is
their — dissatisfaction
with the way things are and how the
government conducts its business.
What I hear very little of are solutions from these people. If you want
change; you have to find ways to do it,
not just complain endlessly about it.
All I feel like I’m seeing is many
armchair protesters who likely haven't

little
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CLUBS;

BLAKE BROWN

TUESDAY:

Local jazz/rock guitarist and composer will
8 p.m.
perform at the Morris Graves Museum at

PHYSICAL YOGA
Kate Buchanan Room; 5:30-7:30 p.m.

Qi Club
Meets 9-10:30 a.m
Goodwin Forum.

MOUNTAIN MAN CROCK-POT-COOK-OFF

BLACK EROTICA
Sex education workshop sponsored by Melinda
Myers from 7-9 p.m. in Nelson Hall East 106.

MORE QUESTIONS OF ADDING
Dr. Chinn speaks at 4 p.m. in Siemens Hall 128.

Fund raiser will be used for operating cost for
on’s
Klamath/Trinity Non-emergency Transportati
new bus service from Hoopa to Willow Creek.

SUNDAY
SHAWN COLVIN

Earth First!

Duzer
V
Folk/Pop powerhouse performs at the Van
Theatre at 8 p.m.

Meets 6 p.m. in
Nelson Hall East
118.

THURSDAY:
Voices for Planned

ADAM BRAVER

POETRY SLAM
Open Mic Night at the Depot from 7-9 p.m.

Will read and sign copies of his first novel, “Mr.
Lincoln’s Wars,” at 8 p.m. in Founders Hall 125
FREE.

Parenthood

S p.m. in Karshner

:

the
Live Improv Comedy Show from 8-10 p.m. on
ond floor of the Jolly Giant Commons. FREE.
CCAT .
d
“Earth, Air, Fire and Water in the Home an
n be as
Garden,” discuss how elemental plants ca

RAISE YOUR VOICE

5-8 p.m. in Nelson
Hall East 115.

information.

SATURDAY:
Marijuana
Anonymous
Meet 7-8 p.m. in

DEMOCRATS MEET

g.
our gardeners teach elemental gardenin

in
Discussion at the Humboldt County Courthouse
Eureka, Conference Room A, 7 p.m.

SATURDAY

FREDERICA AALTO
A talk and slide show
about the International

VALENTINE DANCE
ay
Arcata volunteer Fire Dept. host Annual V-D

n Fire
dance to raise money to build a new Mai
Center.
Station. 7 p.m-12 a.m. Arcata Community

SWING DANCE

-

Eureka.
Sweetheart Dance at the Moose Lodge,

bers.
Lessons at 7 p.m. $5/ members-$8/non-mem

Lounge.
Chess Club

e
Action for Change, call 826-4964 for mor

BS PLAYERS

Psi-Chi,

Psychology
Harry Griffith Hall
119, 7 p.m.

GRAD LIBS
Prepare for the GWPE 4-6 p.m. in Founders Hall
179.

WEDNESDAY:

Planned Parenthood
advocate’s month long
trip to Afghanistan.
VOICE OF THE
DRAGON

A martial arts epic in
Van Duzer Theatre at 8
p.m.

-

Student Business
Services 405.

Got An Event?

E-mail listings to Jaime Crippen at

thejack@humboldt.edu or send them to

The Lumberjack office at:.Nelson Hall East #6
oe "Humboldt State Ln lecery,

Arcata, CA 95521

;

Event listing forms are available outside of The
Lumberjack Advertising Office or at the Clubs

Office on the second floor of the University
center. Deadline for submissions Is 4 p.m..the
pation

a —
cannot |be guaranteed.

- CLASSIFIEDS
“eee
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CAVEAT EMPTOR
Before responding to advertisements requesting money
to be sent or giving a credit
card number over the phone,

you may want to contact the
local Better Business Bureau
to verify the authenticity of
the company.
The Lumberjack is not

responsible for the validity of
any offers advertised.

FOR SALE
THE CAGE IS THE RAGE!
Never

used.

72 plant

sites.

Light with three 400s or four
250s. $1800. 599-8899,

WANTED
TIN CAN MAILMAN buys
books, including _ textbooks,
daily from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Cash or trade credit — your
choice. Corner of 10th and
H. Friendly staff, wonderful
books. Since 1972. 822-1307.

LOS BAGELS TENT SIGN.
We want it back! REWARD
for its return or info leading
to its return. Bring it to The
Depot, no questions asked.

HELP WANTED

VALENTINES

See your classified ad here! $4/students and

Bound

;
DANCING FISH and lay-

is seeking instructors for 5-

ful crab met beside an allur-

nonprofits; $6/all others (25 words or less). Call
826-3259, e-mail ply7001@humboldt.edu or
come by Nelson Hall East 6.

PROJECT UPWARD

week summer program. english, Shakespeare, Math, Science, Computers, Electives.
Applications and Info available NHE 203. Deadline Feb.

ing flame for the sake of love
and merriment and muck

muck. I love you Kristoffer

Fraternities ¢ Sororities

Newsome.

21. 826-3553.

Clubs - Student Groups

MONEY’S TIGHT,
Times are hard,

ARCATA CHILDREN’S Center Teacher position. Statefunded School-Age Program
for 20-28 2nd-5th graders. 1:
15 — 2:15, prep.; 2:15 - 5:45

Here’s your fucking

teaching M - F. $9.09 - 9.55/

Who came up with this day?

hour DOE. Health stipend,
pd holidays and days off.
Multiple Subjects Credential
or Teacher level or higher on
Child Devel. Permit Matrix.
Resume and 3 refs. to 1695
10th St., Arcata.

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our

Valentine's card.

programs make fundraising easy with no risks.

ROSES ARE RED,
Violets are blue,

Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
| (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundrasier.com

Some romantic fool?

BARTENDER TRAINEES
needed. $250 a day potential.
Local positions. 1-800-2933985 ext. 263.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Missing Cat : Last seen 01 705 703
on ce
Ra & McKinleyville Ave.

SAL, A NATIONAL leadership and honors organization,
is seeking motivated students
to bring a chapter to campus. 3.0 required. Reply to

Black & Grey longhaired male neutered cat.

rminer@sigmaalphalambda.
org.

ig cat, 13 pounss with six
s toes, 13 yrs old

Te

ee

FOR RENT

“LIKE SHIATSU AND THAI
massage? Class held Wednesday evenings in February
near HSU. Also workshop
ARCATA
TOWNHOMES
held on Feb. 22, 23 near
Walking distance to HSU. Applications are now being tak- Co-op. Taught by Danesha
Dawn, LMT. Phone 1-888en for one-, two- and threebedroom townhomes that 726-0187 for info.

will be coming available June
1, 2003. Range, refrigerator,
micro and dishwashers. Garages and two full baths with
all two- and three-bedroom

units. Coin-operated laundry
on site. Some off-street park-

ing. References, deposit and
one-year lease required. For
More information or an appli-

FERNDALE REPERTORY
Theatre presents “One Flew

Over the Cuckoo's Nest”
from the novel by Ken Kesey.
Directed by Daniel L. Law-

RK.
*Near HSU and on the bus line.
Seared:
Come take a look!
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"VALENTINES
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7 p.m - midnight.
Sat.Arcata2/15,Community
Center

REDW6

Call 825-2000 for more info.
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AUTOMOTIVE

822-3770

513

J

Street,

Arcata

LITICRLLY CORBECT
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* Clutches - Engine Overhauls
° Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups
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© Electrical Repairs
* Cooling Systems

eeiceue lle | (=

$10/person. Featuring the

- music of The Roadmasters.

<->

(free inspection & sctimatiad

z

VALENTINI E DANCE!

TOYOTA

° Brakes

rence. Show runs April 17
-aa 20.

cation, call 822-4326.

“Arcata Studio
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_- HSU Student Monthly Specials

e¢ One Month Pass $32
¢ Three Month Pass $85
e No Initiation Fee

-e

e

:

:

Student Specials Expire 2/22/03

HSU

Student ID

ae

Required

AND TUBS

Saturday
‘Fri& day

Sunday - Thursday
noon to 11 em
OPEN

.

to |nam
‘noo

;

EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS
corner 5th & J. Arcata e 822-2228

& HOLIDAYS

reservations

